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From the Chairman

by Jeremy Dhondy

Steering the EBU

click
link

JUNIOR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
With grateful thanks to all those members, clubs,
counties and businesses who helped with
contributions to cover the costs, the EBU sent four
teams to China to compete in the Junior World
Championships. Though the teams failed to win
any medals they nevertheless produced some good
performances. Exposure to the full rigour of
international competition will have provided
invaluable experience and there are clear grounds
for optimism about the future. The match report is
on p46.

HOW THE EBU WORKS
From time to time since becoming Chairman I’ve
received messages on the topic of how the EBU
works and how it makes decisions. Although day to
day decisions are largely in the hands of our
professional staff in Aylesbury the organisation
needs some strategic direction and that is in the
hands of the Board of Directors.
Our directors are elected at our AGM each
November. The electorate comprises the
representatives of the county associations, called
‘shareholders’. Each county has between one and
four shareholders based on its size. The biggest
counties (based on membership numbers) will have
four shareholders, the smallest, one. It is up to the
counties as to how those shareholders are chosen. A
number of counties elect their shareholders at their
own AGM. Others are appointed. Whatever way
they do it, one would expect the shareholders to
come to meetings well briefed and to report back to
their county after the meeting. I would expect all
counties to make those reports available to their
membership, perhaps by posting them on their
website.
Effective counties would have aired proposals at
county level for changes to the administration of
the EBU and considered candidates (not just for
directors but also for members of our standing
committees) and instructed their shareholders on
www.ebu.co.uk

how to vote at the AGM. This sort of representative
model is pretty common to national sports
associations but it does rely on the shareholders
being active and involving their county
membership to provide direction. The shareholders
have the ultimate weapon. They can choose to get
rid of the old board and elect a new one if they are
dissatisfied but once elected they must let the Board
get on with running the business. Any member of a
county is entitled to know how their shareholders
are chosen and, of course, become one if they are
interested. The way our organisation works is
dependent on volunteers at national, county and
club level and those who do volunteer are generous
with their time. While I have been Chairman I guess
I have been asked how much I get paid to do the job
around 15-20 times so just for clarity the answer is
the same as all other members of the Board and
Standing Committees: Nothing!

STOP!
I asked readers in the last issue what they thought
of the Stop card (as opposed to the whole
procedure). The replies surprised me a bit (See
Letters, p61). A majority of those in tournaments
would prefer the card to be thrown out of the
window on a permanent basis but that is not true of
those who play mostly in clubs who would prefer to
keep it. I’ll report that back to the Laws and Ethics
Committee for next time they discuss the issue.

YOUR CONTACT DETAILS
When the new regulations came into force
concerning data and your privacy we took steps to
ensure that personal data was kept securely and the
law was observed. One thing we have noticed since
then is a significantly higher rate of rejection of
emails sent to members notifying them of things
such as the publication of this magazine. One
reason might be an email address. Tesco email, for
example, has ended its service. Please check we have
an up to date address for you. There are more details
on p23.
r
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Basic Cardplay
Suit combinations - Part 5

click
link

T

his article continues merrily on its way on
the theme of how to handle common suit
combinations. Consider the layout of the
diamond suit here. How would (or should) you
handle it?
t J42
E
S

t AK963

You suspect the question contains a trap? Quite
right! All suit combinations need to be considered
in the context of a full deal. To answer correctly you
need know the contract and, therefore, how many
tricks are needed in the suit.
So, let’s put this suit combination into a workaday
3NT. West leads a low heart – how should you play?

South plays in
3NT. West leads
the ™6.

´
™
t
®

A975
Q7
J42
A763
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

K83
A5
AK963
10 5 2

There is little option at trick one – you have to
close your eyes and call for dummy’s ™Q. Let’s
assume that East is mean enough to produce the
king on that. What’s your Count and Plan in that
case?
You have four top tricks outside of the diamond
suit (to wit: two spades, one heart, and one club) To
make 3NT you need to bring in five diamond tricks
– and pronto. To that end you must cash the tA
8
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You will make your contract whenever either
opponent started with tQx and also on the rare
occasion when West has the singleton queen (in that
event you should play the second diamond to the
jack and finesse against East’s remaining t10x).

Now, suppose that the ™Q holds the first trick.
How does that alter your Count and Plan?

N
W

and, assuming the queen hasn’t fallen from West,
continue with the king.

In this case you have five top tricks, so only need
four diamond tricks. Playing off the tAK and
another would be fine on any 3-2 break (and would
gain an overtrick if a defender held tQx) but would
cost you the contract if diamonds split 4-1 with
either East or West held tQ10xx.
So, the key question is whether you are able to
guarantee four diamond tricks against any adverse
distribution. Can you?
The answer is that a 5-0 diamond split would
thwart you, but you can cope with any 4-1 split. To
ensure your contract you must cash a top diamond
and, after both opponents have followed suit, then
lead a low diamond towards the jack on table.
Nothing can beat you now. If West has four
diamonds then he can either take his queen or allow
you to make the jack. If East has four diamonds you
play dummy’s jack and then have a marked finesse
against East’s remaining t10x. The full deal follows:

TRIED CONTACTING THE EDITOR?
Unfortunately it has come to my attention that
emails sent from btinternet accounts to
lou@ebu.co.uk have failed to come through to
me recently, and possibly for a long time. The
problem has now been resolved, but I must
apologise to all those who might have emailed
me and had no reply. It must have felt
inexcusable. Please feel free to try again. I hope to
hear from more of you soon.
Lou Hobhouse
www.ebu.co.uk

South plays 3NT. West leads the ™6

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Q 10 4 2
K 10 8 6 2
5
Q94

A975
Q7
J42
A763
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

J6
J943
Q 10 8 7
KJ8

K83
A5
AK963
10 5 2

The play of the tA and a low diamond towards
the tJ is not made as often as it should be. Declarers
often get away with the misplay of cashing the two
top diamonds, hoping that the queen falls early. As
eight-card fits usually break 3-2 no harm befalls
such careless play in these cases.
However, suits do break 4-1 28% of the time, so
caution is indicated; in most forms of the game
overtricks are for the birds and the success of the
r
contract is paramount.

Check out Paul’s online quiz, p67

www.ebu.co.uk
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ACOLytes - Know the Basics

by Sarah Bell

Checkpoint: Partnership Quiz

click
link

O

ver the last year we’ve covered a lot of the
basics of bidding in Acol, so now seems a
good time to have a recap. See if you can
beat your partner in the head-to-head questions
and have a go at bidding the last few hands with
them. What would you open on the following

hands?
´
™
t
®

Hand 1
A Q 10
K 10 9 8 5
K 10
J98

´
™
t
®

Hand 2
K J 10 9
A J 10 4
QJ7
K8

´
™
t
®

Hand 3
10 8 7 6 5
QJ
K642
AJ

´
™
t
®

Hand 4
73
AKJ2
43
K Q 10 8 4

You are West with the hands above. What is
your next bid given partner’s response?
Hand 1
West
East
1NT
2NT
?

Hand 2
West
East
1™
1´
?

Hand 3
West
East
Pass
1t
?

Hand 4
West
East
1®
1´
?

1 Partner’s 2NT is invitational, asking if you are top
or bottom of your range. You have 13 points, so
are middle of the range. However, with a five card
suit and great intermediates (lots of 10s) I would
accept and bid 3NT.

2 Bid 3´, showing four card support and 15-17
1 You have 12-14 points and a balanced hand so
you should open 1NT. Don’t be put off by the five
card heart suit nor the doubleton diamond: if you
open 1™ you may well find yourself without a
good rebid. Opening 1NT also increases the
chance that you will declare the hand rather than
your partner, and you have lots of fragments that
you would like the opening lead to be made into,
not through.

2 You are too strong to open 1NT so bid 1™. With
4-4 in the majors you should always open 1™
because that will let you find a 4-4 fit in either
hearts or spades – partner will respond 1´ if they
have four but can’t easily show four hearts over a
1´ opening.

3 This is a trick hand – you shouldn’t open at all.
There are lots of 11 counts that I will open, but
with a very poor primary suit, uninteresting
shape and almost all of the values in the shortest
suits, this is not one of them.

4 This one is easier: you can simply open one of

points (can be weaker in points if you have more
shape than this).

3 Respond 1´. Don’t be tempted to support
partner’s diamonds right away: you will get a
chance to bid them later if it looks like a good
idea.

4 You do not have 16 points so are not strong
enough to reverse into 2™. You have to just rebid
your clubs – 2® is the bid.

New hands, and this time we are a couple of
bids into the auction . . . what now?
´
™
t
®

Hand 5
KQ76
Q 10
J87
J 10 7 6

West
1™
2t

East
1´
?

´
™
t
®

Hand 6
KQJ5
A 10 8 5
QJ6
QJ

West
1™
?

East
1NT

your longest suit. Bid 1®.
12
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´
™
t
®

Hand 7
8542
KJ83
Q3
942

West
1t
2´

East
1™
?

´
™
t
®

Hand 8
A8743
K742
5
642

West
1t
2®

East
1´
?

5 Partner has promised at least five hearts and at
least four diamonds. On the surface it doesn’t
seem to matter too much which red suit we play
in, as we have seven of each in total. There are,
however, three good reasons to bid 2™ rather than
passing: 5-2 fits tend to play better than 4-3 fits
and you have a pretty good hand, so if partner
decides to make another bid over 2™, looking for
game, you are happy. Plus, 2™ scores better than
2t. Thus, 2™ is the correct bid.

6 Partner would bid something at the 2-level if they
were interested in game opposite 15-16 balanced.
You hold a balanced 16 count, which is nice, but
partner has said they aren’t interested so you
should pass.

7 Partner’s jump to 2´ is game forcing so you
cannot pass it, even though you are minimum for
your response. You could bid 3´ and tell them
that you have a fit but you don’t want partner to
get too excited. I would bid 4´ immediately. This
is one of those rare sequences, like 2®:2t, 2´:4´,
where jumping to game shows a bad hand. This is
because partner has forced to game and shown a
really good hand, so you are effectively telling
them that the auction is over (I’m bidding this
because you made me – now be quiet!).

8 Pass. You have a bad hand so pass before it gets
worse. You have three clubs so this shouldn’t be a
disaster. You might even have to pass with a
doubleton if you were 5512 with a weak hand.

PARTNERSHIP BIDDING
Can you get these hands to the right contract?

Hand 10 – Dealer West
West
´ KJ8
™ A 10 5
tJ764
®Q82

East
´ Q43
™ QJ6
t3
® A K 10 9 5 3
Hand 11 – Dealer West

West
´ KQJ532
™ A76
t9
®AQ5

East
´ 10 4
™ KQ83
t Q 10 8 6 5
®J6

The partnership will usually
play in spades after the start
1®:1´, 2´, although a game
in no trumps is still possible
(responder has only promised
four spades and opener
three). Responder’s 3™ bid is natural and opener
could raise it with four hearts and three spades,
but the key thing is that it promises a fifth spade
(with 4-4 they would have responded 1™) and is
looking for game. Opener has a useful holding in
hearts, a fourth trump and slightly more than a
minimum so I would bid game.
Hand
West
1®
2´
4´

9
East
1´
3™

I think that 2NT is a better
description of responder’s
hand than 1t: partner
immediately knows your
strength and is aware that you
are balanced. Opener is definitely right to repeat
their clubs rather than passing or bidding game:
they have a minimum hand but a decent club suit,
so should try to play in it.
Hand
West
Pass
2NT

10
East
1®
3®

Hand
West
1´
3´

11
East
1NT
4´

Responder doesn’t have
enough to bid 2t over 1´, as
they don’t want to be in game
facing 15-16 points and a
balanced hand. Opener’s 3´
rebid promises six spades and 16-18 points.
Responder is now worth game and should raise
spades, knowing they have an eight card fit. r

Hand 9 – Dealer West
West
´ KJ87
™ J 10
tA4
®A9853

www.ebu.co.uk

East
´ Q9652
™ AK43
tQ53
®7

Bridge for All & ACOLytes
The content of ACOLytes may occasionally differ
from Bridge for All teaching materials produced by
EBED, and the author may make some changes
according to personal teaching style.
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I

n each of the following hands you are sitting
South. You are playing in a teams match with
IMPs scoring. You should make a plan to give
yourself the best chance of making your contract,
even if that means giving up on the possibility of
making overtricks.
´
™
t
®

Hand 1
943
Q42
K83
AQJ6

´
™
t
®

Hand 2
K8
A753
AJ842
10 6

N
W

W

´
™
t
®

A 10 2
KJ7
A9742
K4

A Q J 10 6 3
J6
9
K742

You are declarer in
4´. West leads the
®J. East wins the ®A
and returns the ®Q.
Plan your play.

Hand 3
85
K J 10 2
K432
A63

´
™
t
®

Hand 4
J8
A 10 4
A Q 10 8 2
10 5 4

N
W

N
E

W

S

´
™
t
®

N
2®

E
Pass

S
3®

Hand 2
´ AQJ
™ AK3
tQ942
®AJ8

W

N
1NT1

E
Pass

S
Pass

Hand 3
´ Q 10 5 2
™8763
t K 10 8
®52

W

N

2´
?

Pass

E
1´
3®

S
Pass
Pass

Hand 4
´ Q43
™Q863
tQ75
® 842

W

N

1™
?

Pass

E
1t
2´

S
Pass
Pass

W

N

E
1™

S
2t

N
3t

E
Pass

S
4t

?
1

12-14

E
S

´
™
t
®

AK63
–
A Q J 10 8 6
J74

You are in 6t. West
leads the ´J. When
you play trumps West
shows out.
Plan your play.

A 10 5
K75
K63
Q982

You are in 3NT. West
leads the ´4, East
covers dummy’s card
with the cheapest
missing card. Plan
your play.

David Bakhshi gives the
answers on page 38
14

W
1™
?

E
S

You are in 3NT. West
leads the ´5, and East
plays the ´Q.
Plan your play.

´
™
t
®

Hand 1
´ AK6
™KJ654
tA654
®Q

N
E

S

´
™
t
®

ON EACH of the following problems, you are
West. What should you bid with each hand on
the given auction at pairs, Game All?
Julian Pottage gives his answers on page 62.

English Bridge October 2018

Hand 5
´ Q865
™Q653
t 10
® 10 9 7 4

Hand 6
´ A K 10 8 6
™K962
t 4
®AK8

?

W
?

www.ebu.co.uk

Traps for the unwary

by
Byrne
Michael Byrne
by Michael

Limit Bid or Forcing Bid?

O

ne of the things that plagues the ordinary
player is the uncertainty about whether or
not a bid is forcing. Nothing hurts so much
as the feeling of shock and horror as partner passes
what (in your mind) is clearly a forcing bid, and you
are left playing your delicate game (or slam!) in a
part-score. The difficulty is working out which bids
are forcing, and which are limit bids.

WHAT IS A LIMIT BID?
A limit bid is one that places your hand into a
defined point range with a firm top limit. A limit
bid can be a response or an opening bid.
Consequently a limit bid is obviously not forcing,
since if partner can tell you don’t have the values to
bid any higher he is perfectly entitled to drop the
auction.
In general any raise of your partner’s suit is a limit
bid:
West
1™

West
1™

East
2™

East
3™

2™ shows 5-9 points

3™ shows 10-11 points

as is any bid of no trumps:
West
1™

East
1NT

1NT shows 5-9 points

West
1™

East
2NT

2NT shows 10-11 points

In each example above, the bid made has a lower
limit, an upper limit, and some requirements as to
shape or support – a single raise of partner’s major
needs three trumps, a double raise four trumps, a
free no trump bid over 1™ denies a 4-card spade suit
and so on.
16
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WHAT BIDS ARE FORCING?
If the responder wants to make a forcing bid he
needs to change the suit:
West
1®

East
1´

Forcing – 5+ points

West
1™

East
2t

Forcing – 10+
counting for shape

points

West
1´

East
2®

Forcing – 10+
counting for shape

points

There is a little wrinkle here. The bids above are
unlimited and therefore forcing unless responder
has already passed – then his bid is limited to 11
points and is no longer forcing.
The trouble arises on the second round of the
bidding when things become more murky, but the
general rules still apply:
West
1™
2®

East
1´
3™

This is an invitational limit
raise, once again showing
10-11 points, maybe a

sparkling nine if it has some shape or a fitting
honour in clubs.
The difference of course between this sequence
and the second example we looked at above was that
1™-3™ promises 4-card support, effectively locking
into hearts without the need for any discussion. The
second sequence denies 4-card support and shows
exactly three, since now the opener has shown 5-4
by bidding two suits. Responder knows an 8-card fit
exists.
The same would apply if responder raised the
second suit, but opener has only shown a 4-card suit
so responder would need 4-card support:
West
1´
2™

East
2®
3™

Invitational, 9/10-11 points
and exactly four hearts and
at least four clubs.
www.ebu.co.uk

The same is true of a no trump bid. Even on the
second round of the auction.
West
1´
2t

East
2®
2NT

Invitational to game, 10-11
points and a heart stop.

West
1™
2®

East
1´
2NT

Invitational to game, 10-11
points and a diamond stop.

West
1t
2t

East
1´
2NT

Invitational to game, 10-11
points and a balanced hand,
usually with stops in clubs
and hearts.

In each case responder is showing 10-11 points,
maybe a poor 12 if your partner opens light, but
you tend to bid game on those and hope for the
best. You also guarantee a stopper in the unbid suit
(if there is only one unbid suit) or if there are two
suits unbid then you need at least one of them
guarded and ideally both.
A bid of 1NT on the second round is similar:
West
1t
1´

East
1™
1NT

Natural and non-forcing –
not enough to bid 2NT

I am often asked by people who hold a nice 22
points for their 2NT opening ‘should I bid on?’ as if
they have to decide – the short answer is NO!
(The long answer is ‘absolutely no way, you
shouldn’t even consider it’.)
It doesn’t matter whether you are maximum or
minimum, when you opened 2NT you told partner
your exact point count and he made the decision.
Remember he could have left it in 2NT. His bid of
3NT only shows a few values, perhaps a scattered 4count or K10xxx and nothing – to bid on is
disrespecting partner’s ability to count.

The Dos and Don’ts of making a limit bid
make sure that your point count is correct
Do
when raising partner. Responding 2™ when
you should be bidding 4™ is one of the most
common errors.

Do

check that you have a stopper in the unbid
suit before you head to no trumps on the
second round of the auction – if you hold
nothing there, then a return to one of
partner’s suits might well be better.

Don’t forget that to jump raise partner on the
first round you need 4-card support (1´3´), but to jump raise him on the second
round (1´-2®, 2t-3´) needs only 3-card
support as he has shown five.

Don’t make a limit bid and then bid on when
West
1®
1´

East
1t
1NT

Natural and non-forcing –
not enough to bid 2NT

partner signs off. Once you have told
partner how many points you have it is up
to him to decide whether or not to bid
game.
r

The 1NT bidder will have at most ten points, as
all hands of 11 should do their duty and give
partner 2NT. Some hands of 10 high card points are
worth a stretch to 2NT as well. It depends on
honour structure, fit with partner and those
precious intermediate cards.
One thing about making a limit bid is that when
you make one and partner takes the decision
whether or not to bid on, then that is your
contribution over. This is one sequence I always
need to make clear to people even though a
moment’s reflection tells you that there is no
decision to be made:
West
2NT
?

www.ebu.co.uk

East
3NT
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Sleuth’s Quiz

by Ron Klinger

Invaluable switch signal

click
link

YOU ARE PLAYING TEAMS
Love All. Dealer South.
West
North
East
South
1®
Pass
1™
Pass
1´
Pass
2NT
Pass
2t1
Pass
3NT
All Pass
1
Fourth suit forcing

What would you lead as West from:
´
™
t
®

K52
J5
10 9 6 5
A 10 9 2

It is generally inadvisable to lead a suit that the
opponents have shown. You need some strong
reason here to choose a spade, a heart or a club.
The fourth suit is the normal choice.

Which diamond do you lead?
You do not have a 3-card sequence or a nearsequence (10-9-7) and so the t5, fourth-highest,
is recommended.
You lead the t5 and this is what you see:

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer South.
´ J8
™ AK987
t AQ84
® Q3
K52
N
J5
W
E
10 9 6 5
S
A 10 9 2

Trick one goes t5: 4-7-K.

How do you read the diamond layout?

With tJ7 partner would have played the tJ. You
can thus place South with the tK and tJ.

What is the heart position?

East’s ™3, reverse count, shows an even number. If
you play standard count a higher card then a
lower card indicates an even number of cards.
Reverse count reverses this. If you play reverse
count you tend to play reverse attitude too, where
low encourages (for instance if partner leads an
ace). East cannot have two hearts (South would
have four hearts and would have supported
hearts). Therefore, East has four hearts and South
has two.

What is going on in spades?
The bidding indicated South began with four
spades and East’s ´3, reverse count, confirms
that. South’s play, crossing to dummy to lead the
´J, will be based on A-Q-x-x or A-Q-10-x or A10-9-x in spades. Whatever the spade position,
you are not collecting more than one spade trick.

Where can you find enough tricks to beat 3NT?
The tricks can come only from clubs.

What do you play at trick 4?
The deal arose in the final of the 2002 Power
Rosenblum (World Open Teams) between
Indonesia and Italy:
Love All. Dealer South.

´ K52
™ J5
t 10 9 6 5
® A 10 9 2

´
™
t
®

J8
AK987
AQ84
Q3
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

9643
10 6 4 3
732
KJ

A Q 10 7
Q2
KJ
87654

South plays the ™2 to the ™K (™3 from East, reverse
count) and continues with the ´J: 3-7-K.
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The bidding at the other table went as follows:
West

North

Pass
2t1
Pass
3NT
1
Transfer to hearts

East
Pass
All Pass

South
1NT
2™

The lead was the ®2. The low card lead was
‘attitude’ – I like clubs. The ®Q was taken by the ®K
and East continued with the ®J. West signalled with
the ®10, suit-preference. East shifted to the ´6 and
declarer judged correctly to rise with the ´A. He
unblocked the diamonds and shifted to hearts.
When they were not 3-3, he was one down for +50
to Italy.

IN THE LAST ISSUE WE SAID . . .
‘Here’s a useful tip. If you are known to hold a 5-card
or longer suit and partner leads, say, the ace or
dummy wins the trick, a good idea is to play that an
odd card encourages the suit led, while an even card
is suit-preference.’
Nick Doe was quick to point out:
‘In August’s Sleuth’s Quiz, Ron Klinger is
advocating a method that is not permitted in
EBU-land. The Blue Book 7F3 says:
Dual meaning signals (when following suit) are not
permitted . . . Examples of prohibited dual meaning
signals:
a. One message (typically attitude) is given
according to whether the card played is odd or
even; a different message (typically suit
preference) is given according to whether the card
played is high or low.

If West does not switch to clubs at trick 4, South
has three spade winners and six red-suit winners.
West duly shifted to a club. Alas for Indonesia, he
chose the ®10. The ®Q lost to the CK, but when
East continued with the ®J, West could not afford to
overtake this. Nine tricks, +400, and +10 IMPs to
Italy.

‘I can’t see what is wrong with the more normal
method. When you are known to have a long suit,
a middle card is encouraging (or shows no
preference between the other suits), whereas high
or low are suit preference (other variants based
solely on the size of the card are possible).

RA
TU

‘Polarity (odd or even) is inflexible. If you can
see the 7, 5 and 3 and partner plays an even card,
is this because he wants to send the message the
even card sends or is it because the dealing
programme wasn’t kind enough to give him the 9
when he desperately wants to give the signal an
odd card would convey? On the other hand, if you
can see the 4, 3 and 2, you know the 5 is low and
have a pretty good idea that the 6 is low.

ER

At trick 4, West needs to switch to the ®2. East
wins with the jack or captures the queen and returns
the other club. West overtakes with the ®A and the
defence collect four clubs and a spade to tie the
r
board.

M

At the other table where we had the first auction,
South won the diamond lead with the tK. After the
™2 to the ™K (East playing the ™3, reverse count),
declarer continued with the ´J: 3-7-K.

‘In general, using a method where every card
asks for something specific is not a great idea. But
using a method where you have to play a specific
card to send a message, when you might or might
not hold that card, is worse.
Incidentally, dual meaning signals are banned
because what inevitably happens, when a player
doesn’t have the right card to send the message he
wants to convey, is that he takes a long time to
decide which wrong card will send the least
damaging message. Partners, consciously or not,
learn to disregard slow signals! An L&E
Committee some years back decided to save them
from themselves.’
Nick Doe
www.ebu.co.uk
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Heather’s Hints

by Heather Dhondy

Clever play

click
link

P

laying teams, would you open the South
hand? You have a good shape and eleven
points, so it looks fairly normal. West
overcalls one spade, North bid two hearts and East
passes. What call do you make with the South cards?
N/S Game. Dealer South
´ 10 8
™ AJ732
t A85
® 10 9 4
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

K763
–
QJ92
AJ632

West

North

East

1´
All Pass

2™

Pass

The lead is the t3. How do you plan the play?
You have only one sure entry to the dummy since
you have no hearts and ideally you would prefer to
have two so that you could take two finesses in
clubs. Whilst it is true that the defence may well
have to play hearts at some stage themselves, you
really want to be tackling clubs straight away. You
could try to guess which defender has a doubleton
club, and if you guess correctly, you would only
need one entry to dummy to pick them up.
However, firstly you should try inserting the eight of
diamonds at trick one. If West has led from the king
and ten, your eight will hold the trick, and provided
the club honours are split, your troubles should be
over. The full deal follows:

South
1®
2NT

Your hand has got worse and you are probably
now regretting having opened and nothing looks
attractive. Your choices are to rebid three clubs or
try 2NT. A 2NT rebid here doesn’t show the extra
values that it would have done in an uncontested
auction since you might just be stuck for a rebid
once the opponents enter the bidding.
If you had the normal 15+ balanced with a
stopper in the opponent’s suit you can rebid 3NT
after partner has responded at the two level. One of
the risks of rebidding 2NT, however, is that partner
may believe that you are more balanced and jump
to four hearts. However, rebidding your poor club
suit also risks being in the wrong contract, so I
would favour 2NT since you do have guards in the
other two suits. Everyone passes and 2NT becomes
the final contract.
20
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´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
AQ952
K9
K 10 7 3
Q8

10 8
AJ732
A85
10 9 4
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

might otherwise struggle to get, and so he led his
second best suit hoping to find partner with a high
card there. It’s just unlucky, but taking advantage of
it as declarer is all part of the game.
´
™
t
®

J4
Q 10 8 6 5 4
64
K75

K763
–
QJ92
AJ632

What do you make of the diamond lead? It
couldn’t have worked our worse for West since it
provided declarer with an extra entry and saved a
guess about the club distribution. The king of hearts
would have actually beaten it since declarer must
duck to prevent East gaining an entry to play spades
through, and now West can switch to spades to
generate enough tricks to defeat the contract. Even
on a standard fourth highest spade lead, declarer
must now get clubs right by leading a low one from
hand at trick two. However West knew that leading
a spade would give declarer a trick in the suit that he

www.ebu.co.uk

HEATHER’S HINTS

D Don’t play too quickly at trick one even if the
lead looks favourable and guarantees you a
certain number of tricks in the suit. On this hand
you knew that by playing low from dummy, you
would make three tricks in the suit, so it was
tempting just to play the five before finalising
your plan – after all you were never going to play
the ace. However, if you just stop to think, you
will see that the eight costs nothing and will be of
considerable use if it holds the trick.

D If the opponents interrupt your bidding, the
meaning of some bids will change since you have
been deprived of room. A no trump rebid such
as this one at the two level is now an off-shape
minimum, and often your second suit will be the
one bid by the opponents. With a balanced hand
too strong for a 1NT opening you can jump to
game after partner has responded at the two
r
level.
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Bridge Fiction

by David Bird

Reverend Benson’s Bad Example

click
link

I

t was the first duplicate of the new school year
and the Headmaster surveyed the assembled
field. Most of last year’s prefects had departed,
heading for university or an undeservedly high
position in their father’s business. The new boys,
arriving from various prep schools, seemed to be
taller each year. Perhaps the end of food rationing
had made a difference.
‘A good evening to you both,’ declared Stefan
Götel, pulling back the South chair. ‘Are we all
refreshed from the long holidays?’
The Headmaster nodded politely. The German
master had no doubt spent six weeks sunning
himself in Bad Godesberg. Junior members of staff
had no idea that the headmastership was a yearround task. The Headmasters Conference, a couple
of weeks ago, had been unusually tiresome
The players drew their cards for this board:

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer South.
´ A42
™ 9763
t QJ6
® 10 5 2
5
´ 973
N
KJ852
™
Q 10 4
W
E
S
742
t K 10 9 3
9843
® QJ7
´ K Q J 10 8 6
™ A
t A85
® AK6

West
The
Headmaster

North
The
Matron

Pass
Pass
All Pass

2t
3´

East
South
Reverend Stefan
Benson
Götel
2®
Pass
2´
Pass
6´

The Matron winced when her partner raised to a
slam without bothering to bid 4NT. If her ace of
22
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trumps and a useful queen-jack were enough for a
grand slam, it would be entirely Stefan’s fault. Any
sensible English player would have found it obvious
to bid 4NT.

The Headmaster led the t7 and dummy’s queen
was allowed to win the first trick. Stefan Götel drew
trumps in three rounds, the Headmaster discarding
the ™8 to show something good in that suit. He then
cashed the ™A and ran the rest of his trumps. This
was the position with one trump still to be played:

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
–
K
42
984

–
9
J6
10 5 2
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

–
Q
K 10
QJ7

8
–
A8
AK6

When declarer played the ´8, throwing a heart
from dummy, the Reverend Benson shifted uneasily
in his seat. A minor-suit discard had every chance of
being a fatal move. With some reluctance he
dispensed with the ™Q, his safe exit card. Stefan
Götel continued with ace, king and another club,
throwing East on lead. The enforced t10 exit was
run to dummy’s jack and the slam was made.
The Headmaster puffed out his cheeks. ‘Cover at
trick 1, Charlie!’ he exclaimed. ‘Then you have the
t10-9 at the end and can exit safely.’
‘That wouldn’t look too clever if Stefan had
started with a singleton ace of diamonds,’ Benson
retorted.
The Matron, who had not followed the play very
www.ebu.co.uk

closely, leaned forwards. ‘Madge Warner has a very
easy rule to follow,’ she informed the elderly cleric.
‘Never cover the first of touching honours.’
‘I didn’t cover the first honour,’ Benson replied.
The Matron smiled sweetly. ‘Well, in that case,
your defence was perfectly correct,’ she said. ‘No
need to worry at all.’
Not long afterwards, the Headmaster faced
Hutson and Phillips from the fourth form.
Although not particularly good players, they were
often remarkably lucky against him.

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer South.
´ K742
™ K 10 9 4
t 63
® A 10 6
J8653
´ 9
N
65
™ AQ2
E
W
S
10 9 2
t AQJ874
983
® 752
´ A Q 10
™ J873
t K5
® KQJ4

West
Neil
Phillips

North
Reverend
Benson

East
John
Hutson

Pass
Pass

2®
4™

2t
All Pass

South
The
Headmaster
1NT
2™

Neil Phillips led the t10 and down went the
dummy. ‘Play small,’ said the Headmaster.
John Hutson could see three defensive tricks in
his hand. To score a fourth, he would probably need
a spade ruff. How could that be arranged? Ah,
perhaps his partner held the t9.

Hutson allowed the t10 to run to declarer’s king.
When the Headmaster finessed the ten of trumps
on the next trick, he won with the queen and
returned his singleton spade. A second trump went
to the king and ace and Hutson crossed to his
partner’s t9. A spade ruff then put the game one
down.
The Headmaster could recognise a bad board
when he saw one. Not that there was anything he
could have done about it. The boys had been
fortunate with their line of defence.
www.ebu.co.uk

The Reverend Benson opened the result sheet.
‘I’m afraid everyone else has made it,’ he reported.
The Headmaster sighed. ‘East must have won the
first trick with the ace,’ he replied. ‘They don’t get a
ruff then. Bring up the next board, will you?’
‘What happens if you play your remaining
diamond instead of a trump?’ Benson continued.
‘Does that stop them getting the ruff?’
The Headmaster pretended not to hear, extracting
his cards for the next board. There was very little
pleasure left in the game nowadays. Particularly
when you were saddled with a partner who was
quick to criticise, yet rarely made any good plays
himself. What a very poor example to set the boys! r

UP-TO-DATE EMAIL ADDRESS?
Do you get emails from the EBU? The answer
may be yes, but based on our tracking
information a lot of you don’t. You may be OK
with that, but if you are missing out on
information you’d like to receive there are two
reasons why you may not be getting the emails:

D We don’t have your correct address. Please
check on My EBU that we have an accurate
address. An email sent when the last magazine
was circulated bounced from 1,300 addresses.
Please keep it up to date with both your club
and the EBU (and don’t always rely on your
club to let the EBU know).

D The email is going to your junk/spam folder.
Hopefully you don’t think the EBU’s
(infrequent) emails are spam, so we suggest
looking in your spam folder, and if there’s an
email from the EBU, mark it as ‘not spam’,
move it to your inbox, and add the sender to
your address book or list of contacts. That will
help future emails get by your overzealous
spam filters.
Don’t forget that there is a setting on My EBU so
you can opt out of non-essential, ‘circular’ emails,
and each such email includes options to be
removed from specific mailing lists – all in
compliance with the GDPR. So just because we
have your correct details, doesn’t mean you have
to receive unwanted correspondence.
October 2018 English Bridge
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by Alan Mould

O

pening leads are often subjective and
virtually any opening lead can be successful
some of the time. However, bridge is in
many ways a game of percentages and therefore
certain leads will gain more often than others. In
each issue you will be given three hands and the
bidding on each, and you are asked to choose your
opening leads from those proposed by our
Quizmaster. Answers will be in the next issue. In
each problem you are on lead as West.

makers of playing cards since 1824

( 020 8661 8866

QUIZ - Teams scoring
Hand 1
´ 54
™ A32
t K542
® K 10 5 4
South
2NT1
1
20-22

West
All Pass

North

East

Choose from: (a) ´5; (b) ™2; (c) t2; (d) ®4.

HHHHH
Hand 2
´ 7532
™ 8654
t –
® Q6542

An attractive twin-pack of Piatnik playing cards is
the prize on offer. For information on Piatnik
cards visit:
www.gibsonsgames.co.uk/cards
There are TWO categories in our competition: up
to and including Master, and those with higher
ranking. Please indicate the category for which you
are entering with your answers. In the event of a tie,
the winner from each category will be randomly
selected. The editor’s decision is final.
Entries to the Editor, Leads Quiz,
Raggett House, Bowdens, Langport, Somerset,
TA10 0DD
or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk
by 28 October 2018.
Please make sure you include your full postal
address AND rank even if entering by e-mail!
ANSWERS TO AUGUST’S QUIZ: Page 50
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South
West
North East
Pass
2t1
Pass
1t
2´
Pass
2NT
Pass
4NT2
Pass
5´3
Pass
6t
All Pass
1
Game forcing with diamonds, 2 Keycard, 32
keycards + the trump queen

Choose from: (a) a spade; (b) a heart; (c) ®4; (d) ®Q.

HHHHH
Hand 3
´ J542
™ K3
t 4
® AQ7532
South
3™
6™
1
weak

West
4´
All Pass

North
1t
5™

East
2´1
Pass

Choose from: (a) ´2; (b) ™3; (c) t4; (d) ®A.
www.ebu.co.uk

Beat Today’s Experts Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

OCTOBER 2018
WEST HANDS

OCTOBER 2018
EAST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

(IMP scoring on every deal)

´
™
t
(Mantyla)
®
* North opens multi 2t

1. Love All
Dealer West

2. E/W Game
Dealer West
(Donati)

´
™
t
®

1. Love All
Dealer West

A95
K643
A42
Q 10 5

2. E/W Game
Dealer West

´ A K Q 10 7
™ 875
t 98
(Engel)
® 984
* South opens 1t (Precision, may be 3 cards)

3. Game All
Dealer South

4. E/W Game
Dealer South
(Multon)
* North opens 1®

´
™
t
®

965
KJ
K4
Q J 10 8 5 2

´ 96
™ Q743
t KQ753
(C Rimstedt)
® A5
* South passes and then bids 1´

5. N/S Game
Dealer South

´ KJ974
™ AQ876
t K 10
(Brogeland)
® K
Did you beat the experts? – Page 42
6. Game All
Dealer South

´
™
t
(Luakkanen)
®
* North opens multi 2t

K 10 8 6 5
J82
83
KQ9

(Duboin)

´
™
t
®

AQ943
A
J972
AJ6

KQ3
A 10
–
AK987432

´ 9
™ AKQ942
t AK752
(Coenraets)
® 10
* South opens 1t (Precision, may be 3 cards)
3. Game All
Dealer South

4. E/W Game
Dealer South
(Zimmerman)
* North opens 1®

´
™
t
®

10 7
AQ765
AJ732
A

´ KJ4
™ A K 10 8 6 2
t A62
(Gronkvist)
® 10
* South passes and then bids 1´
5. N/S Game
Dealer South

´ Q 10 6
™ K J 10
t QJ9852
(Lindqvist)
® 9
Did you beat the experts? – Page 42
6. Game All
Dealer South

by Chris Chambers

We open one-minor, they intervene

A

fter a one-minor opening it is responder
who is tasked with finding 4-4 major fits.
Responding to one club, the guide is up the
majors rather than up-the-line, demoting diamonds,
even with five, when you have a four-card major.
When an opponent makes a simple overcall of
partner's 1® or 1t opener, responder's actions are,
if anything, even more dictated by the unbid
major(s). Missing an opportunity to show a major
which might be a fit will leave the opening side
badly placed if further competition ensues.
It is not all fear and trembling. For example, after
an opening 1® and a 1t overcall we are not
inconvenienced. If we were about to bid diamonds
we can bid no-trumps, and we've gained an
option – double. This is best used to show 4-4 in the
majors and will hugely help if fourth-hand raises
diamonds.

click
link

®AQx when after 1® (1´) double feels better than
2t. But these are rare and though being flexible is
attractive, it is more important to retain the
certainty of ‘double of 1™/´ shows the other major’
until everything else beds in.
None of this should be new. If you've played 4card majors, even on a 'majors first' basis (so with,
say, 4´-4t-3-2 you open 1´) your system should be
the same. But now these auctions will be much
more frequent. And if you were 'minors first'
(opening 1t on 4´-4t-3-2) then you've been
sailing almost the same boat.

JUMP OVERCALLS

The same is true after partner opens one-minor
and we get a 1™ overcall – there’s an option to either
double or bid spades. The most common usage is to
double to promise exactly four, and bid 1´ with five
or more.

As the level of intervention rises it gets more
difficult. Once opponents start making jump
overcalls it is genuinely tricky. Much of this is a
repercussion of the weak no-trump. If opener can
be balanced with values – something that looks like
a 15-17 no-trump – and responder passes a scrappy
8/9 HCP, it is easy to miss game. We have bargained
confidence in major fits against the difficulty of
finding a fit when our one-minor opening meets
active intervention.

After a 1´ overcall we start to feel the pinch.
Double clearly shows hearts – but how many?
Considering the alternative, two hearts shows at
least five and some 9+ HCP – nice to have more.
Values are necessary – consider opener's position
with either a light distributional hand, 11 HCP and
five clubs or a 15+ balanced hand. After 1® (1´) 2™
(Pass) opener has to find a rebid and that will be 3®
or 3NT respectively (2NT will be needed for
minimum shapely hands with length in the
overcaller’s suit). Responder needs to contribute
some high cards to give these contracts a chance.

Responder will have few qualms about doubling
with 'proper' shape – short in overcaller's suit,
support for unbid major – even when minimum.
But with less suitable hands responder must act
when opener might be stuck with a strong notrump. Balanced with values in the overcalled suit is
normally an indicator to 'go quietly' but that may
result in a few 50s when we can make a vulnerable
game. Lastly, passing borderline hands with length
in the opponent's suit (but not a penalty pass) is
more reasonable – opener will balance with
shortage.

So responder's double of a 1´ overcall is either
too few hearts for 2™ – that's all hands with four
hearts – or a hand with five or more that lacks
sufficient strength. But what if responder doesn't
have four hearts, can they still double? There will be
uncomfortable hands, such as ´Jxx ™K10x t9xxx

Of course now you realise all this, when you play
pairs who use any sort of short club, or those
'minors first' weak no-trumpers, you will compete
as high as you dare.
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This is a big topic but here are a few examples in
quiz format to develop these ideas. In each case, the
www.ebu.co.uk

hand shown needs to respond to partner's minor
opening after an action by the right-hand
opponent – shown in parenthesis.
´
™
t
®

Hand 1
1®-(1t)-?
Q8654
A 10 8 3
4
K86

´
™
t
®

Hand 4
1t-(2®)-?
Q876
A32
Q8
10 6 4 3

´
™
t
®

Hand 2
1®-(1™)-?
Q 10 5 4
75
K9642
96

´
™
t
®

Hand 5
1t-(2´)-?
8754
J 10 8 3 2
K6
A4

´
™
t
®

Hand 3
1®-(1´)-?
7
Q98542
A852
96

´
™
t
®

Hand 6
1t-(2™)?
954
A 10 8
Q 10 4
K932

strong no trump hand. We would like to be 4-4 in
the majors but to insist on that constraint would
be too limiting. At least we have some tolerance
for either major and diamonds. We would like
more high cards too but on balance, doing
something will be better than doing nothing –
and it will avoid awkwardness after pause and
pass…

5. Pass. We've seen several situations where ‘it's
more dangerous to pass than to bid’ but here, with
length in spades, whenever partner has a useful
hand we can surely count on a reopening double.
If that happens are we worth springing out of the
bushes with 4™? Yes, even when partner lacks four
hearts, ´Ax ™Qxx tAQJxx ®Kxx offers good
play in 4™.

6. 2NT. In point-count terms you are certainly light
1. 1´. With nine cards in the majors double is
possible but use it when you are weak. Here,
because you have enough strength (and a fit if
partner has real clubs), you can take another call
(double or 2™). If it is possible you might be
reduced to a single descriptive call, say by next
hand's raise to 3t, it is much better to say
something about two suits than one. Remove the
club king and double is fine.

2. Double. Four spades. I have them – OK, I'm not
overburdened with high cards but it's worth
taking some risks to introduce the boss suit.
Especially at matchpoints, especially nonvulnerable when we might exploit opponents'
lack of definition for their overcall.

3. Double. Two hearts would be forcing and
promise much more than we have. The disaster
scenario is that opponents raise the level quickly
in spades and our ten-card heart fit is left on the
shelf. We might make as many as 11 tricks (for
instance opposite ´xx ™KJxx tKQx ®AKxx) or
sacrifice (vulnerability willing). Doubling won't
get us to all our fits but it has to help more than
passing.
If the auction stays low we can describe this hand,
for example 1®-(1´)-Dble-(P); 1NT/2®-(P)-2™
where responder's rebid is non-forcing and this
hand-type. To be honest, that's unlikely when
we're this weak and this short in spades, but you
never
know
–
opener
could
be
´AKJ10 ™Kx tKJx ®xxxx.

4. Double. Again taking some action is primarily to
avoid leaving partner high and dry with the
www.ebu.co.uk

but there are compensations: ace-ten of hearts
which will be second stop opposite as little as the
jack in partner's hand and even as a single stop,
can be held up; fitting honours in diamonds
(even the ten is a plus); top club honour. In effect
you are protecting partner's strong no-trump,
when, if you pass, that will likely end the auction.

CHRIS’ SUMMARY

D As responder get the majors in! Live a little
and take a few risks.
D Exploit double of their 1t overcall to show
4-4 in the majors.
D Exploit double of their 1™ overcall to show
exactly four spades (1´ shows 5+).
D ‘Sometimes it is more dangerous to pass than to
bid.’ That is especially true when responder's
pass might trap opener with a decent balanced
r
hand.

DEREK RUE
1934-2018
Derek represented England's
Senior team in the European
Championships and World
Olympiad in 2004, and was
also a silver medallist in the
2001 European Bridge Pairs
Championship. He received a Dimmie Fleming
Award in 2010 for his service to county bridge,
having served on the Gloucester CBA Executive
Committee for 40 years. He was also a founder
member of Cheltenham Bridge Club.
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by Graham Osborne

Duck Soup

I

n certain situations it can be a good idea for the
defence to duck tricks to leave declarer with a
guess. Some of you will be familiar with the
following layout:
´ K Q 10
N
W

E

´ A54

S

Declarer has KQ10 in dummy and you have Axx
over the dummy. When declarer leads low to the
king, you can withhold your ace. Then declarer has
a guess whether to play the queen or ten on the
second round. If you win the ace immediately then
declarer is going to finesse your partner for the jack.
Of course, you have to be prepared to duck
smoothly otherwise declarer will work out who has
the ace! Switch the defensive honours around and
the position is more tricky. Now the hand with Axx
sitting under the KQ10 in dummy has to duck twice
when declarer leads towards dummy to leave
declarer with a guess.
A couple of weeks ago this hand came up in a
duplicate and features a variation on the theme of
ducking:

´
™
t
®

E/W Game. Dealer South.
´ AKJ872
™ 932
t76
®A3
Q 10 6
´ 954
N
Q7
™ KJ854
W
E
J54
t A82
S
Q J 10 9 5
® 64
´ 3
™ A 10 6
t K Q 10 9 3
®K872

www.ebu.co.uk

West
Optimistic
Olly

North
Solid
Stan

Pass
1´
Pass
2™1
Pass
3´
All Pass
1
4th suit forcing

East
South
Carefree Technical
Chris
Tim
1t
Pass
2®
Pass
2NT
Pass
3NT

Olly, sitting West, had an unattractive holding in
the fourth suit so looked no further than her strong
sequence in clubs for her lead. Technical Tim
surveyed dummy’s assets and eventually decided to
try and combine his chances. He won with dummy’s
ace and played a diamond to the 10. If the diamond
suit didn’t play for four tricks he had a fall back
position in the spade suit playing for six tricks. Olly,
however ducked the diamond 10! What was her
logic? She could see that Tim had six tricks in
spades through the aid of a spade finesse. She hoped
by ducking that she would deflect Tim away from
that successful line and he would carry on with
diamonds and have a nasty surprise.
Sure enough, an unsuspecting Tim, thinking he
had four diamond tricks, cashed the ´AK and took
another diamond finesse. Olly scooped up the nine
with the jack and could cash the ´Q and switch to
the ™Q to put Tim three down! If Olly had won the
first diamond then Tim would have made his
contract since he would have had no option but to
play on spades giving him six tricks to go with his
three tricks in the round suits.
r

NEW MEMBERSHIP OFFICER
Look out for Tim Anderson who has joined the
EBU as the Membership Development Officer.
Tim has acted as chairman and held other
committee positions at various bridge clubs. He is
a County TD and has a wealth of experience in
bridge to combine with his professional skills. You
can contact him on tim@ebu.co.uk
October 2018 English Bridge
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If you could add one thing . . .
Understanding reverses

by Neil Rosen
click
link

T

his issue I will attempt to review some fairly
basic areas concerning reverses in various
forms and also attempt to dispel a few
common misunderstandings and errors.
Next time I will go on to look at some more
advanced treatments when responding to reverses.

DEFINITION OF A REVERSE
When opener hears a change of suit from partner
and then introduces a third suit in such a way that
if partner tries to give preference back to the first
suit they will be compelled to go to the 3-level:
W
1t
2™

E
1´

This is a reverse as responder
would be forced to give
preference to opener’s first suit –
diamonds – at the 3-level.

W
1™
2t

E
1´

This is not a reverse as responder
can give preference to opener’s
first suit – hearts – at the 2-level.

REQUIREMENTS TO REVERSE AFTER
A 1-LEVEL RESPONSE
It is quite amazing how many pairs simply don’t
understand the most basic fundamental principle
which is that the opener is showing at least five
cards in the first suit and four in the second suit.
The strength required, facing a 1-level response (6+
HCPs or thereabouts) is a good 16+ HCPs.
Thus if you hold:
´
™
t
®

42
AK74
AQ976
53

You open 1t and hear a 1´
response. You are simply not
strong enough to drive the
auction up at this stage. You
should not reverse into 2™ and

hang the consequences, you should simply bid a
prudent 2t instead.
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MYTH NO. 1
REBIDDING A SUIT ALWAYS SHOWS 6 CARDS
Despite being widely taught, this is in fact nonsense.
Should you wish not to play reverses I guess it might
be acceptable, but this is really only for beginners.
I do advocate however that if responder rebids a
suit it should show six cards:
Most of the time when weak, the
responder should just pick one of
opener’s suits to play in – either
by passing or by correcting to 2t,
so repeating hearts carries a strong message of at
least six hearts and a weak hand, whilst a jump to
3™ would be invitational with at least six hearts but
not forcing.
W
1t
2®

E
1™
2™

ALTERNATIVE WAY TO LEARN A REVERSE
A teaching vehicle I have found very successful is to
consider bidding (or the auction) as going up a
ladder, with 1® as the lowest rung, progressing
upwards all the way to 7NT.
If opener starts with one of a suit it creates a
barrier of two of that suit on the bidding ladder.
Introducing a new suit above the barrier is a reverse:
W
1t
2®

E
1´

This is not a reverse as 2® does
not pass through the barrier
created above 2t.

W
1t
2™

E
1´

This is a reverse since 2™ passes
through the barrier above 2t.

W
1t
2´

E
1´

This is not a reverse. Although 2´
does go above 2t it agrees
partner’s suit rather than
introducing a new suit. If opener
repeats their initial suit or
supports partner’s suit at the
lowest available level it shows a
minimum opening.
www.ebu.co.uk

MYTH NO. 2
A REVERSE CAN BE A JUMP BID
If opener jumps into a new suit this is not, repeat
not, a reverse showing 16+. Here are two examples:
W
1®
2´

E
1™

W
1™
3®

E
1´

In both these instances opener is actually showing
something bigger and better. A jump in a new suit
by opener can be defined as:

NATURAL AND FORCING TO GAME
This tends to require 19+ HCPs (maybe a good 18
with nice shape occasionally). To understand this
fully it might be helpful to consider the following
hand, sitting East:
W
1™
3®

E
1´

´
™
t
®

A8653
K74
A76
53

You really need to think before you make your next
bid. Partner has not reversed, they have forced to
game. Many players jump to game – 4™, to show
some values, thinking otherwise game may be
missed. This would be acceptable if partner had
shown 16+ but they have shown more – forcing to
game!
My recommendation is to bid a quiet 3™, safe in
the knowledge that we are forced to game already,
thus leaving room for potential slam exploration. If
you were to remove an ace from the example hand
you might then jump to 4™, to attempt to quash any
slam ambitions partner might be harbouring.

REVERSING AFTER A 2-LEVEL RESPONSE
Here are a couple of example auctions:
A. W
1™
2´

E
2®

B. W
1´
3t

E
2™

In both these cases responder has shown 10+
(including calculations for length) so a reverse by
opener, showing extra values, guarantees that
sufficient values are held for game, and is forcing to
game.

I like to play that a decent 15+ HCPs is needed to
reverse, facing a known 10+.
In the first auction A, opener has shown longer
hearts than spades, 5-4 being most common. But 64, 6-5 etc are also possible. Responder has no need
to rush, since the auction is committed to game.
They can support a major (if there is a fit), repeat
clubs to show a decent 6-card suit, or explore no
trumps either by bidding them directly or via 4th
suit forcing.
Looking at auction B, opener has at least five
spades and four diamonds, but could be 6-4, 5-5, 65 etc. The spades will never be shorter than the
diamonds. Many of you would already recognise
that this auction should be forcing to game using
the principle A new suit at the 3-level is forcing to
game. That principle certainly works here.

MYTH NO. 3
A REVERSE IS ONLY WHEN YOU OPEN A SUIT
THEN BID A HIGHER RANKING SUIT NEXT

No! No! No! As we saw with Auction B above.
You can very neatly and easily reverse with the
second suit being lower than the first suit. But
beware – let’s look at the following:
´
™
t
®

Assuming you open 1´ (I
approve!) and partner responds
either 2t or 2™ there seems to
be an over-riding compunction
to show the clubs. This is just
wrong. You must bid 2´ to keep the auction in
check. Reserve the 3® bid for hands with 15+ HCPs
and your results will improve immediately!
AJ742
4
Q6
AJ987

A REVERSE IS FORCING FOR ONE ROUND
The best approach to take is that a reverse is forcing
for one round. Responder has to find some sort of
bid (occasionally they may pass if they took a
chance and responded with just 3 or 4 HCPs). As
reversing is forcing for at least one round, the key is
not to reverse inadvertently. If you don’t reverse
you can still have up to, say, 18 points above which
you would jump in a new suit. A reverse promises
16+ points. Not reversing does not deny 16+ points,
but it is wider-ranging – say 12-18 HCPs.
Next time I am going to look at how to develop
the auction once partner has reversed. Essentially
this time we looked at the third bid in the auction
whereas next time we will look at the fourth.
r

Check you’ve got it! Neil’s online quiz is on page 68
www.ebu.co.uk
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COMPETITION NEWS

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

MIKE BELL IS PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Congratulations to Mike Bell,
winner of the Player of the Year
Championship for 2017/18. The
Championship awards points
for finishing in the top positions
of major competitions, and
Mike topped the table after
winning the Premier League
and Spring Foursomes, and high finishes in the Gold Cup
and National Point-a-Board Teams.
The full list of points scorers, and information on the
2018/19 competition can be seen via www.ebu.co.uk/poty

WE HOPE TO BE BESIDE THE SEASIDE
While it is the intention that the Summer Meeting in 2019
will return to what will, by then, be the refurbished
Devonshire Park complex in Eastbourne, this is dependent
on the progress of the building works. We will try to
confirm as soon as possible whether the venue will be
ready, and we will update the website as soon as more
information is available. Until it is confirmed please do not
make any non-refundable accommodation or travel
bookings.

PARLI ITALIANO?
Mark your diaries – the Overseas Congress in autumn 2019
will be in Sicily 8th-14th October. Full details will be
available online soon.

n OCTOBER 2018
1-4
6-7
8-14
13-14
19-21
27-28
27-28
27-28
27
28

British Autumn Sim Pairs, various clubs
Felixstowe Congress
Andalucia Overseas Congress, Cadiz
Gold Cup finals, YCBC, London
Autumn Congress, Daventry
Malvern Congress, Claines, Worcs
Kent Congress, Tunbridge Wells
Premier League, 2nd weekend, Solihull
Lancashire Congress, Brierfield
Lancashire Congress, Blackburn

2-4
2-4
3-4
8-10
17-18
24-25

Seniors Congress, Gloucester
NEBA Congress, Gateshead
Premier League, 3rd weekend, Solihull
Champions Cup, Eilat, Israel
Tollemache Cup Qualifying, Daventry
Middlesex Congress, Harrow

8-9
14-16
15-16
27-30
28-30

European Mixed Team Trial - playoff, tba
Junior Channel Trophy, Lille, France
Seniors’ Teltscher Trophy trials, Solihull
Year End Congress, London
Blackpool Year End Congress, Blackpool

4-6
4-6
11-13
14-17
19-20
30-5

Midland Counties Congress, Solihull
Camrose Trophy, 1st weekend, Wales
Lady Milne Pre-Trials, Young Chelsea BC
British Winter Sim Pairs
National Point-a-Board Teams, London
Overseas Congress, Athens

1-3
4-7
8-10
15-17
16-17
22-28
23-24
24

Lady Milne Trial Final, Young Chelsea BC
Bridge England Sim Pairs
Harrogate Spring Congress
Junior Camrose & Peggy Bayer, N Ireland
Tollemache Cup Final, Coventry
EBL Mixed Teams Championships, Lisbon
Ranked Masters Pairs, Daventry
Masters Pairs, various venues

1-3
2-3
2-3
2
2
3
3
3

Camrose Trophy 2nd weekend, England
East Anglia GP weekend, Elmswell, Suffolk
Wiltshire GP weekend, Bath
Leicestershire GP Swiss Pairs, Spondon
Manchester GP Swiss Pairs, Altrincham
Bedfordshire GP Swiss Teams, venue tbc
Kent GP Swiss Pairs, Tunbridge Wells
Merseyside & Cheshire GP Swiss Teams,
Chester

n NOVEMBER 2018

n DECEMBER 2018

n JANUARY 2019

n FEBRUARY 2019

n MARCH 2019

NEED A PARTNER?
If you need a partner or team mates for any EBU congress
don’t forget that there is a message board on each congress
webpage you can use to try to make contact with others
who are seeking someone for that event.
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EBU CONGRESSES AND COMPETITIONS
All events are Green Pointed unless stated
Enter via 01296 317203, comps@ebu.co.uk or at www.ebu.co.uk/members

Two Star Pairs
Swiss Pairs
Teams of Four
Championships

Autumn Congress
19 – 21 October
Mercure Hotel, Daventry

Championship Pairs

Seniors Congress

(qualifying rounds are BP)

2 – 4 November
Hallmark Hotel, Gloucester

Swiss Pairs
Swiss Teams

London
Year-End Congress

Stratified Swiss Pairs
Stratified Swiss Teams
Mixed or Open Pairs
Jack High Swiss Pairs

27 – 30 December
Royal National Hotel, London

Blackpool
Year-End Congress

Stratified Swiss Pairs
Stratified Swiss Teams
Mixed or Open Pairs – BP

28 – 30 December
Blackpool Conference Centre & Spa

National
Point-a-Board Teams

Weekend of Point-a-Board.
Qualifying rounds – Saturday
Player of
the Year
Finals – Sunday
Enhanced Green Points

19 – 20 January
Young Chelsea Bridge Club

Swiss Pairs, Swiss Teams
Open Pairs – BP
Men’s, Ladies’, Mixed Pairs – BP
Pivot Teams – BP

Overseas Congress
30 January – 5 February
Wyndham Grand, Athens

14 – 17 Jan
4 – 7 Feb
11 – 14 Mar
1 – 4 Apr
www.ebu.co.uk

British Winter Sim Pairs
Bridge England Sims
Club Stratified Sims
British Spring Sim Pairs

Player of
the Year

13 – 16 May
22 – 25 July
2 – 6 Sep
7 – 10 Oct

EBED Spring Sim Pairs
British Summer Sim Pairs
EBED Autumn Sim Pairs
British Autumn Sim Pairs

BP – Blue Pointed

Ask Robin

Compiled by Robin Barker

Trouble at the table

click
link

A

player asked, ‘In a routine duplicate pairs,
West played a 3NT contract. At the end,
East showed nine tricks and N, S & W
showed 10. Therefore, on the basis of the 3-1
majority, it was scored on the traveller as 10 tricks
with no attempt to check every trick.
‘On the way home, before the scoring was done,
North suddenly realised that N/S had actually
taken four tricks. Could the score be corrected at
that time if it could be proved that only nine tricks
had been made? If not, when is the latest that a
previously agreed score can be corrected?’
This is a matter of law and regulation and there
could be technical issues (which I won't dwell on).
If the players and the TD are convinced that a
different number of tricks is right, then the score
should be changed.
The laws recognise correction periods: time limits
during which rulings can be requested and scores
can be changed. The correction period for rulings
is usually short – 20 or 30 minutes after the end of
the session. The correction period for scores is
longer – at least 24 hours but it could be until the
start of the next session if the club meets weekly.
(The length of the correction periods is up to the
club.) A score correction raised overnight should be
treated as in time.

J

oyce Bianconi asked, ‘I was called to a table
where South had opened 2NT, West passed
and North bid 2t, meant to be a transfer to
hearts. No-one noticed the insufficient bid at that
time and East passed. South then noticed and
called me. Does this mean that East condoned the
insufficient bid? I could find nothing in the rules
or Blue and White Books to clarify this. What
should my ruling have been please?’
The relevant law is Law 27A1, in particular the last
sentence.
34
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Law 27 – Insufficient Bid
A. Acceptance of Insufficient Bid
1. Any insufficient bid may be accepted (treated as
legal) at the option of offender’s LHO. It is accepted
if that player calls.

P

aul de Weerd writes, ‘I have nothing
against weak jump shifts, and play them
with one partner, but the alerting position
is confusing. The Blue Book advises that a suit
bid should be alerted where it ‘is natural but has a
potentially unexpected meaning’. That seems to
leave uncertainty as to whether a weak jump shift
is alertable. Is it ‘potentially unexpected’ especially
as it becomes more common? Failure to alert can
create a problem for the next bidder as to whether
to ask about the strength of the weak jump, and
possibly either help declarer, or worse give
unauthorised information to their partner.
How should they be handled? And couldn't a
natural jump shift be made announceable as weak
or strong, just like a natural opening two bid?’
Although weak jump shifts are not uncommon, the
fact that they are non-forcing makes them
sufficiently unexpected to be alertable.
It would be possible to extend announcing to
natural responses and it may be worth considering.
The EBU did not change announcements this year
[there were no changes to the Blue Book this
August], but the Law & Ethics Committee will be
considering whether there should be changes in the
future.

D

avid Richardson said, ‘Declarer was in 4´
with wild distribution, and was half-way
through the hand. On the table, declarer
led ®9 from ®J9 which were both masters, and
played the ®8 from hand. Having won the trick he
immediately led the ´A from his own hand.
As defender I pointed out the trick was won on
the table. After examining the cards declarer
www.ebu.co.uk

agreed. Now rightly or wrongly declarer usually
immediately leads a small spade from table which
usually satisfies everyone and play continues. But,
there had only been a singleton spade in dummy,
long since gone! As TD, I ruled that declarer had to
lead from dummy and that the ´A was a penalty
card. As a result, contract goes off.
There were no ill feelings and declarer’s partner
agreed with my ruling, but declarer was quietly
upset. My question is, do I apologise to declarer?

The important point is that declarer does not have
penalty cards (only defenders have penalty cards).
So this declarer may be due an apology.
The details of the ruling are that if the defenders
do not accept the lead from the wrong hand then
the lead is returned to the hand (dummy or
declarer) and there is no restriction on what
declarer chooses to lead from the correct hand.

S

tephen Hanslip asks about penalties. ‘Law
90A allows the Director to impose
procedural penalties when an offence such
as those listed in 90B is committed. [Details of
particular offences omitted]. Can you please
suggest what penalties it would be appropriate for
the TD to impose for these repeated breaches?’
Penalties are expressed as a percentage of the match
points available on a board. Penalties are scored as
an adjustment to be subtracted from a pairs match
point total for the event. The EBU has a standard
penalty for procedural offences and a standard
disciplinary penalty.
In aggravated circumstances, including repeat
offences, an increased penalty is imposed: a
multiple of the standard penalty. From August the
standard (procedural) penalty is 25% of a top, and
the standard disciplinary penalty is twice that: 50%
of a top. Using IMPs, the procedural penalty is 6
IMPs and the disciplinary is 12 IMPs. At VPs: 1 VP
and 2 VPs.
Having warned the offenders, further failure to
comply is also a breach of Law 90B8. Any offence is
subject to a procedural penalty: 25% of a top.
But if the offender’s behaviour interferes with the
other players’ enjoyment of the game (Law 74A2)
this is a disciplinary offence. This is subject to a
disciplinary penalty: 50% of a top.
www.ebu.co.uk

R

obin Barker is the EBU’s Deputy Chief
Tournament Director. He is editor of
the White Book and looks forward to
answering your questions. Please email
him – robin@ebu.co.uk.
The author, English Bridge and the EBU are
not responsible if the information provided is
incorrect or incomplete.

CONGRATULATIONS TO TWO
CENTENARIANS!
DAVID WADEY
The
amazingly
youthful
David
Wadey from
Ditton
Bridge Club
turned 100
in August.
He has been a member of the club for 35 years,
and plays there every week. His long-term bridge
partner, Anne Taylor, emigrated to Australia five
years ago, and came back especially for the
occasion of his 100th birthday. Forty-eight
members enjoyed the usual duplicate movement
which was interrupted by cake and party food as
the whole club celebrated.

JOAN HARDWICK
Sharp-minded Joan
Hardwick celebrated
her 100th birthday
with a special bridge
session at The
Phoenix Bridge
Club in Nottingham
in early August.
Some 80 members,
old and new,
attended the session
and enjoyed wine
provided by her great grandson and a two-tiered
birthday cake made especially for her. There
followed an evening of fun bridge where everyone
had the opportunity to play at Joan's table. Joan
still plays bridge four times a week!
October 2018 English Bridge
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Great Bridge Disasters

by David Burn

The follies of my youth

click
link

T

his – one of the most dramatic conversions
of disaster into triumph I can recall –
happened a long time ago. I was then a little
under 20 in base 10. My partner was a little under 20
in base 40, but she had a reputation for occasional
eccentricities in the bidding. My right-hand
opponent was the Secretary of the bridge club I had
recently joined, and her partner was the Chairman.
Anxious therefore not to commit any faux pas, I
picked up quite a good hand on the first board of
the pairs:
´
™
t
®

of the auction. I was soon enlightened, for this was
the play problem that confronted me:
´
™
t
®

N
W

´
™
t
®

West

Sure enough, partner shifted a little
uncomfortably in her seat before bidding 5™. This
usually showed two aces and a void that you weren’t
sure whether you should treat as a third ace, but I
wasn’t particularly worried about that. 6NT seemed
the obvious call, but after two passes this was firmly
doubled by the Secretary on my right. More in order
to dissuade partner from running than anything
else I redoubled, but it was a very long time before
partner eventually passed.
West led a club, and I was curious to know what
had caused partner such agonies in the final stages
36
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E
S

KQ4
KQ
K3
AKQJ98

My partner, dealer at love all, opened 1™ – we
played four-card majors and a weak no trump.
RHO passed and I decided not to rush matters by
bidding Blackwood. A simple 2® seemed enough
for the moment, and partner surprised me a little by
reversing into 2´. Now Blackwood seemed
prudent – if partner’s reverse was based on highcard strength we ought to have enough to make
about 17 tricks, but even though this was many
years before Andrew Robson was born some
people’s reverses were based more on distribution
than points.

10 9 6 5 3
10 9 8 6 5 2
4
3

Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

KQ4
KQ
K3
AKQJ98

North
1™
2´
5™
Pass

East
Pass
Pass
Pass
Dble

South
2®
4NT
6NT
Redble

The opening lead was the ®4. ‘Sorry David,’ said
my partner as she put down the dummy. ‘I’ve been
a bit naughty here.’ Unwilling to enquire what a lot
naughty would have looked like I won the opening
lead with the ®8 over East’s ®7 and cashed another
round of the suit. The first and least of the surprises
to come occurred when East showed out, discarding
a highly encouraging tJ.
I abandoned the clubs for the moment and tried
™K. East’s moment had come – swishing the ace of
diamonds onto the table from a great height, she
did not wait for anyone to turn the trick before
continuing triumphantly with the ace of hearts.
I do not think that until then I had ever actually
experienced a stunned silence, but now I knew
exactly what the phrase meant. The Chairman, with
dignity befitting his role, suggested that we ought to
www.ebu.co.uk

call the Director. The official explained that the ace
of diamonds was an established revoke and had
been played to the third trick. Since it had not won
that trick the ace of hearts was a lead out of turn,
and had become a penalty card that must be played
at the first legal opportunity. Did we all understand
our rights?

Since I was still on lead with the ™K I cashed a
club, on which East had to discard the ™A. I played
a few more clubs, then the ™Q on which West
dropped the jack. The ´K was taken by West’s ´A
and he returned a diamond, which I won with tK
(recall that tA had been ‘discarded’ some time ago
by East). The ´Q dropped West’s remaining jack
and the dummy was high. The one-trick penalty for
a revoke meant that I had made a somewhat
unlikely overtrick, but this proved to have no effect
on the match-point score.

I said to my partner later that I didn’t mind the
occasional psyche, but where were those two aces?
She reminded me of an aspect of our system that I
had forgotten – if 4® was available in any auction it
was Gerber, so 4NT was natural and she was trying
to sign off in 5™. I apologised humbly. Later still
West took me aside. ‘You remember that slam?’ he
asked, and I assured him that I thought I would
have difficulty forgetting it. ‘You might have
wondered why I led a club.’ I murmured something
about his having an awkward choice – his hand was

YOUNG PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Kripa Panchagnula
was presented with
the 2017 Young
Player of the Year
Award at the
Summer Festival.
Congratulations to
Kripa for a great
year in which he was
a key member of the U21 team which earned a
bronze medal at the European Championships,
won the Peggy Bayer Trophy, and finished second
in the Channel Trophy competition. He is pictured
with EBU Chairman, Jeremy Dhondy.

ALEC SALISBURY AWARD

´J8 ™J7 tQ1065 ®106542

The Alec Salisbury
Award went to Deb
Casey of Claremont
Fan Court School,
in Surrey this year.
The Alec Salisbury
Award is awarded
jointly by the EBU
and English Bridge
Education & Development to a serving school
teacher who has made a significant contribution to
schools bridge.

– but he informed me that he had thought his
partner might ruff it. ‘In six no…’ I began, then
thought better of it. ‘I won’t tell her if you won’t,’ I
r
promised, and we never did.

She is pictured receiving the award from EBU
Vice Chairman, Ian Payn. An interview with the
school can be seen in the August issue of English
Bridge, page 55.

U26 CHAMPIONSHIPS
Kripa Panchagnula &
Jonathan Clark
(pictured) won the
U26 Championship
Pairs, which took
place in London in
early September. Ian
Robson & Eshan
Singhal came second with U21 pair Elizabeth
Gahan & Sam Anoyrkatis in third place.

Please recycle
this magazine when you
have finished with it
www.ebu.co.uk

ANYONE FOR BRIDGE?
John Rayment has
no trouble finding
bridge players with
his new T-shirt
featuring his
winning caption in
our recent
competition. If
anyone would like a
pdf of the artwork
to get their own Tshirt printed please
email lou@ebu.co.uk
October 2018 English Bridge
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Heffalump Traps

by David Bakhshi

Answers from
page 14
Hand 1

´
™
t
®

KJ75
A 10 3
Q J 10
972

´
™
t
®

943
Q42
K83
AQJ6
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Q86
9865
65
10 8 5 3

A 10 2
KJ7
A9742
K4

3NT. West leads the ´5, East plays the ´Q.
3NT is likely to be the contract at both tables, but
West has managed to lead your weakest suit, so
there is a chance that you will lose a swing if you fail
to achieve your nine trick target.
You have seven top tricks, and need just two extra
Hand 2

´
™
t
®

954
K 10 8 2
K 10 7 6 3
J

´
™
t
®

K8
A753
AJ842
10 6

´ 72
™ Q94
W
E
t Q5
S
® AQ9853
´ A Q J 10 6 3
™ J6
t9
® K742
N

4´. West leads the ®J. East wins the ®A and
returns the ®Q.
You have reached a 4´ contract that should be
duplicated in the other room, but it would still be
wise to ensure that you win 10 tricks if you can, and
then hope that your superior technique leads to a
positive swing.
You have eight top tricks, and expect to win a
ninth trick with the ®K following West’s ®J lead, so
38
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tricks. With eight diamonds between your two
hands, two extra tricks will be available if diamonds
split 3-2, but it may be necessary to keep West off
lead. You could therefore win the ´A on the third
round, then play three rounds of diamonds, hoping
that East wins and is unable to cross to West’s hand
to cash any remaining spades. This plan will fail if
West holds the ™A or three diamonds. Are there any
other options?

With ™KQJ between the two hands, two extra
tricks can be guaranteed. This will be fine unless
West has the ™A and started with five or more
spades. However, note West’s lead indicates a 4-card
holding (you can see the ´432), so it is safe to win
the ´A and immediately establish two heart
winners.
West can cash three spade tricks but will then
have to allow you to regain the lead at which point
you can cash your nine winners.

only one further trick will be needed. When East
wins the ®A and returns the ®Q it looks like you
have a great chance to make an overtrick by winning
the ®K then trumping the ®74 in dummy. Are
there any pitfalls that you need to look out for?

If West’s ®J lead is a singleton, he will trump the
®K and can then prevent you trumping both your
losing clubs by playing a trump. How likely is that?

Note the ®J lead usually suggests the ®10.
However, dummy has the ®10, and leading an
honour doubleton is relatively unappealing so you
assume West has led a singleton. As long as the ®K
is not trumped then you only need to trump one
club in dummy. You can guarantee this by playing
the ®4 on the second trick. If East leads a third club
then you can play the ®7 and trump in dummy. At
this point you can draw trumps and cash the ®K. If
East plays a trump (or a red suit) at trick three then
you can win in the dummy, cross to hand and lead
the ®7. After trumping the ®7, you can again draw
trumps then cash the ®K to make your contract.
www.ebu.co.uk

Hand 3

´
™
t
®

J 10 9 2
A8543
–
K852

´
™
t
®

85
K J 10 2
K432
A63
N
E

W
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Q74
Q976
975
Q 10 9

AK63
–
A Q J 10 8 6
J74

6t. West leads the ´J. When you play trumps
West shows out.
You have bid to an aggressive slam, and even better
you have avoided a potentially fatal club lead. To
gain a swing however, you still need to find a route
to 12 tricks.
You have nine top tricks, so need to find three
extra tricks whilst losing at most one trick. If you

Hand 4

´
™
t
®

K7642
6
J9754
KJ

´
™
t
®

J8
A 10 4
A Q 10 8 2
10 5 4
´
N
™
W
E
t
S
®
´ A 10 5
™ K75
t K63
® Q982

Q93
QJ9832
–
A763

3NT. West leads the ´4, East covers dummy’s card
with the cheapest missing card.
You have reached a 3NT contract that might be
missed at the other table, so careful play could lead
to a swing in your favour.
You have six top tricks with a good chance of
winning two extra tricks in diamonds. A further
trick could come from hearts, clubs or spades, but
you need to make sure that you do not lose five
tricks in the process. The first decision comes at
trick one. You could try dummy’s ´J hoping that
West has the ´KQ, but if East covers with the ´Q,
then you will only have one winner (and one
stopper) if West holds the ´K. However, holding the
www.ebu.co.uk

can trump two spades in the dummy, and make a
trick from hearts then this could be achieved. You
can thus win the ´K and cash the tQ. When West
discards, you cash the ´A and trump the ´3 with
the t3 and lead a heart honour. Say you try the ™K.

If East plays the ™A then you will trump, but
when East plays the ™6, you should discard the ®4.
West wins the ™A and does best to play a club. You
have to win with dummy’s ®A, and should next
lead the ™J. If East plays low then you throw the ®J
(winning unless West has the ™Q), then cross back
to hand and trump the ´6 with the tK. If East
covers with the ™Q, then you trump and lead the ´6
which is trumped with dummy’s tK. You can now
play dummy’s ™10 to throw your ®J. As long as East
follows to this trick then you can draw the missing
trumps having made two extra tricks by trumping
spades in the dummy and one extra trick with the
™10.
This plan will only fail if West has both the ™AQ
or if East is able to trump the established ™10.

´10 in your hand means that you can be certain of
two winners (and stoppers) if you play the ´8 from
the dummy. If East plays the ´9 you can win the
´10 immediately, and if East plays the ´Q then you
can win the ´A and later force out the ´K to
promote the ´10.

When East plays the ´9 and you win the ´10, you
have to consider the best order to play your
diamonds. If they split 3-2 it will not matter. If they
are 4-1, then you can only succeed if West has the
tJxxx or East has the singleton tJ. If they are 5-0,
then you can only win five tricks if West has the
tJxxxx. If West has the tJxxx, you will need to take
one finesse, but if he has the tJxxxx then you will
need to finesse twice. You should therefore start by
cashing the tK at trick two. When East discards,
lead the t3 to the t8 before crossing to the ™K to
repeat the diamond finesse.

If East plays the ´Q at trick one then having
played the tK at trick two, and led to the t8 at trick
three, you should next play dummy’s ´J. West can
try ducking (and you then continue as above), but if
he wins the ´Q, you can now win the ´10 and ™K
before repeating the diamond finesse to make your
r
game.
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Bridge with a Twist
Director, please

by Simon Cochemé
click
link

I

was going to call this piece Director!, but that
would set a bad example in these days of Best
Behaviour@Bridge. That exclamation mark
makes it look very aggressive. The director is there
to help, not act as a blunt instrument with which
you bludgeon your opponents.
I asked a number of directors for their
experiences (thanks, one and all) and to a person
they said that they wished players
wouldn’t make their own rulings.
Then they gave me some great little
anecdotes about some of the more
unusual situations they had
encountered.
Directors
are
trustworthy folk, so let us assume
they are all true.

D A director was called to the table
because a novice player refused
to play her last spade, explaining
that it was her last black card and
she'd no longer be able to separate her diamonds
and hearts.

D On another occasion the same director was
summoned and saw that about eight tricks had
been played. Then he noticed there was no
dummy!

D The opposite situation faced another director.
He got to the table where, after a competitive
auction, there were two dummies laid out. The
hand of the errant defender (sitting over the real
dummy) was deemed to contain 13 penalty
cards.1 Declarer was able to select a card from
dummy, in the normal way, and was then
allowed to nominate the penalty card to be
played. The play began with the words ‘Thank
you partner. Ace please. King please.’ I am told
that the players saw the funny side of it. The
relevant Laws are 49, 50 and 51, in case you are
interested.
D An opening lead out of turn elicited the usual
five options from the director. The declarer
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selected the one where the lead (from his right)
was accepted and dummy went down. ‘Do we
carry on playing this anti-clockwise?’ he asked.
Don’t think that these things only happen to
beginners, and at lowly club games. In the 1995
European Championships in Vilamoura, Portugal,
declarer was in 4´ after a double-fit auction. The
defence made the first five tricks on a cross-ruff and
then the director was called. They
had all been playing as though
hearts were trumps! The three
guilty parties blamed dummy – he
had laid out his hearts on his right.
Up goes the plaintive cry ‘I’ve
only got 12 cards’, and the hunt
begins. Is it on the floor? Is it still in
the board? Is it in the next board? Is
it in the previous board? Is it at the
previous table? No? So where might
it be? In a handbag is the next possibility; indeed, I
was told of a time when all 13 cards went missing
and were found there. Not for nothing is it called a
handbag! Things can get even more complicated; in
one instance the hand was in a glasses case in the
handbag.
My favourite (true) missing card story tells of a
reconstruction of events at the previous table,
where all the cards had been present and correct.
Dummy had brought a tray of coffees just as the
play was finishing. Sure enough, the card was stuck
to the bottom of the tray, which was stacked in the
kitchen!
My favourite (fictitious) missing card story
comes from Victor Mollo. Standing to lose £800 at
rubber bridge (in 1965!), the Hideous Hog was
defending a doubled contract. With five tricks to go,
and seeing that he was about to be squeezed, the
Hog claimed that he only had four cards left. While
the other players looked on the floor, the Hog
slipped a card into his caviar sandwich. Unable to
www.ebu.co.uk

find the missing card, declarer and dummy looked
accusingly at the Hog. He was red-faced and
spluttering, which they assumed was righteous or
feigned indignation, when actually his discomfort
came from having to consume the evidence.
On a personal level, I have a story from the other
end of the spectrum. A pair had badly misdefended
against me and, when I claimed my contract with
three tricks to go, they were upset. On the next deal
my partner and I found a heart fit and he made an
invitational 3™ bid. My right-hand opponent
doubled. I had been going to raise to game, but
passing was a very satisfactory alternative. At trick 3
I led a heart from dummy and RHO played the ™10.
This was a bit surprising because I had the ™10 in
my hand. The director arrived and it transpired that
RHO had been playing with 16 cards – the 13 he
was dealt with on this deal, and the three (all hearts)
left over from the previous deal. The director
removed the superfluous cards and told us to carry
on; RHO’s objection that he wouldn’t have doubled
was met with unsympathetic firmness. With the sixone break in trumps reduced to three-one, I made
the contract. This shows the benefit of having
different coloured cards for alternate boards; LHO
might just have noticed the three blue cards nestling
in RHO’s otherwise red hand.2
Here are a couple of oldies but goodies:

D A player had made an insufficient 4t bid over an
opponent's 4´.3 The director explained the
options, including making the bid good, with no
penalty. Afterwards the player sought out the
director and complained. ‘You said I could bid
five diamonds with no penalty. I bid it and they
doubled me and I lost 1,400. What do you mean
no penalty?’
D A player failed to lead her partner’s twice-bid
suit. She won a subsequent trick and once again
didn’t lead his suit. Her partner took the ´AceKing-Queen out of his hand, tore them up and
dropped them on the floor. The director was
summoned and asked what had happened. ‘They
fell on the floor and they broke,’ he was told.
A new (to me) situation cropped up recently. It
was the first board of the evening and the cards were
(a) clean and shiny, and (b) already sorted. I glanced
at the other players to see if their hands were already
sorted too, and saw my partner moving a couple of
cards. It later transpired that he had two aces!4
www.ebu.co.uk

Some packs (including those supplied by the
EBU) come out of the cellophane with the suits
sorted as A K Q … 4 3 2; other new packs
(including those used by three clubs where I play)
have the suits as K Q J … 3 2 A. With the former, the
hands will be perfectly sorted out of the dealing
machine; with the latter, only the aces will be out of
place. My advice to you in such a situation is: don’t
move your ace(s). My advice to those who use
dealing machines to make up the boards is: cut the
deck at least once before putting the pack into the
hopper.5 My advice is to buy your cards from the
EBU! Ed
The Triple-A (Advanced Ace Awareness)
convention isn’t needed often enough for you to
have to learn new responses to Blackwood –
complex responses which will vary, depending on
how many aces you have already shown. But if you
do decide to use AAA, then it is best if the first step
is a relay that says ‘I was lying when I moved my
cards; please use the next step to ask again.’
r

ROBIN PUTS US RIGHT!
1

When one defender has some or all his hand as
penalty cards, declarer can also impose lead
penalties on the other defender – if there are
lead restrictions, the player with multiple
penalty card gets to pick some up (Law 51).

2

When the hands are found to contain surplus
card(s) – not part of the deal – the surplus
cards are removed. The auction and play stand;
and there is only an adjustment if a surplus
card has been played to a quitted trick (Law
13C).

3

The laws talk mainly about ‘rectification’
rather than ‘penalty’, so now the insufficient
4t bidder would be told that they could bid
5t ‘without further rectification’ (Law 27B1)

4

Deliberately looking at another player’s hand
‘as for the purpose of seeing his cards or of
observing the place from which he draws a
card’ is a violation of procedure (Law 74C5). It
is also illegal if the purpose is to observe how
another player sorts their hand. But if you
notice these things without trying to, that is
not illegal and it is appropriate to act on the
information.

5

When putting new sorted packs in a dealing
machine, it is advisable to do a rough shuffle
first.
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ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS ON PAGE 25

by David Bird

Beat Today’s Experts

click
link

1. Love All. Dealer West

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
K 10 8 6 5
J82
83
KQ9

72
K Q 10 6 5
K
85432
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

AQ943
A
J972
AJ6

J
9743
A Q 10 6 5 4
10 7

West
North
Mantyla Rasmussen
Pass
2t

East
South
Luakkanen L. Bilde
All Pass

This time we will look at some auctions,
good and bad, from the European
Championships. Here the women’s teams of
Denmark and Finland face each other.
North’s multi was described as 0-7 points
and 5 or 6 cards in one of the majors.

2. E/W Game. Dealer West
´
™
t
®

A95
K643
A42
Q 10 5
West
Donati
1®
2NT
5´
All Pass

W

E

´
™
t
®

KQ3
A 10
–
AK987432

East
Duboin
2´
5t
7®

Italy face Poland in the Open. Duboin’s
2´ shows a forcing club raise and the 2NT
rebid suggests a 12-14 no trump hand. East
now leaps to 5t, Exclusion RKCB asking for
key-cards outside diamonds. The two-step
5´ response shows one such key-card, the
´A, and that is enough for Duboin to bid
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What should East say over this? Elina Laukkanen decided to
pass, expecting that she could enter over 2™ on the next
round. There was little to be gained from such inaction.
One possible outcome was demonstrated by the ensuing
auction here. South had long diamonds and passed 2t. So
did West and North made +110 with eleven tricks available
in spades the other way. This may have seemed unlikely to
East when she held four diamonds. Still, suppose the
bidding had stopped in 2™ and this ran back to her. Would
she be better placed to investigate game then, compared
with overcalling 2´ on the first round?
‘The opener might have held spades,’ some would say.
This is very unlikely when you have five spades and only
one heart. Over a multi, you should enter with a double
when you have around 13-15 and a balanced hand, or any
distributional strong hand. Here East held a perfectly good
2´ overcall, which would have been raised to game by West.
At the other table North passed and E/W scored 450 for an
11-IMP gain.

Awards: 5´/4´ (10), 3´ (4), 2t by N (1).

7®. It may seem nothing special when West holds both the
missing aces. Switch the tA to the tK and you would then
need Exclusion Blackwood to identify West’s ace.
West
Narkiewicz
1NT
3®
5´

North
Bianchedi
2®
Pass
Pass

East
Buras
2NT
5t
7®

South
Madala
Pass
Pass
All Pass

North’s 2® promised the majors and East’s 2NT showed
clubs. Again Exclusion RKCB was employed and the grand
was reached.
In the Open, 13 pairs played in 7NT, 15 in 7® and 4 in
6®. In the women’s, 4 pairs played in 7NT, 14 in 7® and
only 2 were in 6®. That’s impressive. Sadly, though, two
pairs lost 500 for five down in 5t when West forgot
Exclusion Blackwood! In the Seniors’ 6 pairs bid 7NT, 9 bid
7® and a less impressive 7 stopped in 6®.

Awards: 7NT (10), 7® (9), 6NT/6® (4), 5t (0).
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3. Game All. Dealer South

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
A K Q 10 7
875
98
984

86432
6
10 6 3
Q653
N
E

W
S

´
™
t
®

best are transfer responses, but that’s for another day.

´
™
t
®

9
AKQ942
AK752
10

J5
J 10 3
QJ4
AKJ72

West
Engel

North
Marashev

East
Coenraets

1´
4™
5t

Pass
Pass
Pass

3™
4NT
6™

South
Tshonchev
1t
Pass
Pass
All Pass

Is a change-of-suit facing an overcall
forcing, or non-forcing but constructive?
Teachers usually recommend forcing
(maybe because this is easier to teach). Most
bridge magazines have it as constructive in
their expert bidding panel system. Easily

Belgium faced Bulgaria and South opened a Precision
1t. Since 2™ would not be forcing opposite the 1´ overcall,
Coenraets bid 3™. When this was raised, he bid RKCB and
6™ was reached. Declarer ruffed the second club, drew two
rounds of trumps and continued with ace, king and another
diamond, ruffing in the dummy. A club ruff to hand
allowed him to draw the last trump and claim. If South had
shown up with four diamonds, declarer would have
discarded his last two on the spades.
West
Dragonov

North
De Donder

East
Donev

1´
2™
4´
5´
6´

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

2®
4®
4NT
6t

South
De Roos
1®
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

2™ by East would be non-forcing for the Bulgarians too.
Dragonov alerted his own 2™ immediately (its meaning is
not on their card). Donev alerted it belatedly and a
floundering auction ended in 6´-3 for a loss of 17 IMPs.

Awards: 6™ (10), games (5), other slams (1).

4. E/W Game. Dealer South

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
965
KJ
K4
Q J 10 8 5 2
´
™
t
®

AQJ2
10 8 4 3
Q
K643
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

10 7
AQ765
AJ732
A

K843
92
10 9 8 6 5
97

West
Multon

North
Rudakov

Pass
3®

1®
Pass

East
South
Zimmerman Orlov
Pass
2NT
Pass
4™
All Pass

Russia faced Monaco in the Open. What
would you bid on the East cards over 1®?
The East hand is awkward. It’s quite strong
for an Unusual 2NT overcall but not quite
strong enough to bid again over a 3t or 3™
response. At other tables East preferred to
www.ebu.co.uk

bid 1™. Multon had no real fit but some very good cards in
partner’s suits. He cue-bid 3® and Zimmermann then
tried his luck in 4™.
Orlov found the best lead of a spade and the game
should then go down. The defenders played three rounds
of spades, reducing declarer to four trumps. A diamond to
the king, dropped North’s queen and the t4 was then led
from dummy. How would you defend in the North seat? If
you discard a club, the game is beaten. Mistakenly,
Rudakov ruffed. On the spade return, declarer threw a
diamond and ruffed with dummy’s ™J. He then played the
™K, returned to the ®A, drew trumps and claimed.
West
Matushko

North
Helness

East
Khokhlov

Pass
Rdble
3™

1®
2´
Pass

1™
3t
4™

South
Helgemo
Pass
Dble
Pass
All Pass

The play started the same way but Tor Helness discarded
a club on the second round of diamonds. That was one
down and 12 IMPs for Norway.

Awards: 4™ (10), 3NT (7), 3™/3® (6), 3t (5).
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5. N/S Game. Dealer South
´
™
t
®

96
Q743
KQ753
A5

´
™
t
®

E

W

Double with only 3. Maria Gronkvist’s 4® is a splinter bid.
After two further cue-bids, West’s RKCB finds three keycards (1430 responses) and the excellent 6™ is reached.
That produced +980 when diamonds broke 3-2.

KJ4
A K 10 8 6 2
A62
10

West
C. Rimstedt

North
Vist

East
Gronkvist

1t
2™
4t
4NT
6™

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

1™
4®
4´
5t

South
Heskje
Pass
1´
Pass
Pass
Pass

Sweden face Norway in the Women’s.
Cecilia Rimstedt’s raise to 2™ shows 4
hearts; she would have made a Support

6. Game All. Dealer South

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
KJ974
AQ876
K 10
K

8
953
763
AQJ876
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

North
East
Gromoeller Lindqvist

1´
3™

Pass
Pass

3t
4´

North
Fuglestad

East
Bertheau

Pass
4™

1NT
All Pass

2™

South
Harding
1´
Pass

At the other table, South opened on ´AQ852 ™J5 tJ9
®K862 and the slam was missed. Bidding is more difficult
when the opponents bid first. That’s why many experts are
opening lighter and lighter nowadays.

Awards: 6™/6NT by E (10), 6t/6NT by W (5), games (4).

Lindqvist’s 3t Bergen Raise was ‘3+ spades, invitational’.
3® would have been a ‘mixed raise, 6-8 points’. Over
Brogeland’s 3™, he was happy to bid 4´, which was easily
made for +620. North should have overcalled 2®, don’t
you think?

Q 10 6
K J 10
QJ9852
9

A532
42
A4
10 5 4 3 2

West
Brogeland

West
Larsson

South
Hausler
Pass
Pass
All Pass

West
Welland

North
Livgard

East
Auken

1´
Pass
All Pass

2®
Pass

2´
5t

South
Aa
Pass
5®
Dble

Livgard did bid 2®. There was no reason for East to
expect 5® to make, since South was a passed hand. Auken
is a world-class player, we all know, but her 5t was poorly
judged. South could place his partner with a singleton
spade and might have led the ´A, collecting +800. On a
heart lead it was still +500 and 15 IMPs to Norway.

Awards: 4´/4™ (10), part-scores (5).
Except for the first problem, I placed the successful auction first, awarding the marks accordingly. That
gives our experts a massive 51/60 score, which will have been hard for you to beat. I feel sure we can find
some worthwhile tips from this set of boards.

TIPS TO REMEMBER

D When your RHO opens a multi 2t and you hold the values for an opening bid, aim to double or bid
immediately. If you ‘pass for the moment’, various things can go wrong. Even if you’re able to bid later,
partner may not be able to tell whether you are protecting or hold a good hand.
D When you are uncertain whether to open, pre-empt or to enter the auction over an opponent’s
opening, go ahead and bid! Look back at some of the deals in this set and see how well it worked to
bid rather than pass.
D It is rarely right to bid ‘five over five’. Think very carefully before doing this.
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Juniors in China

by Kyle Lam

17th World Youth Team Championships

click
link

T

he 17th World Youth Team Championships
were held in Wujiang, China in mid-August.
Wujiang is an urban district of Suzhou,
around a 2 hour drive away from Shanghai, and I
am informed, is one of the most economically
successful cities in China. England were the only
European nation to qualify by right to send a team
for each of the four categories: Juniors U26;
Youngsters U21; Girls U26; and Kids U16.
After stirring speeches from the likes of the
Wujiang Propaganda Director and assorted
members of the WBF, and dining on delights such
as ‘Biogas prawns in a typhoon shelter’ (much
tastier than the description suggests!) it was time for
the bridge to kick off.
Essentially, the format in all four competitions
was the same with varying number of competing
teams or number of boards in matches – an allplay-all round robin with the top eight qualifying
for the knock-out stages to compete for the medals.
With 21 matches of 14 boards in the U26 and U21
competitions, there was certainly a lot of bridge to
be played!
To kick off - a lead problem for you all:

´
™
t
®

87654
J9762
Q84
–

Game All. Dealer South.
W
N
E
S
2®1
Pass
3®
Pass
4NT2
3
4
Pass
7NT
Dble All Pass
1
Strong;
2
RKCB;
3
Don’t worry partner, I’ve got
this one sorted;
4
I don’t think so!

THE U26 TEAM
The U26 team was represented by Michael
Alishaw & Stephen Kennedy; myself (Kyle Lam) &
Toby Nonnenmacher; Shahzaad Natt & Ben
Norton; NPC: Paul Barden; coach: Graham
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Osborne. Four of the team were part of the
qualifying team from Slovakia last year. Ben was
part of the bronze medal-winning U21 team last
year, and was playing with Shahzaad, the new
addition to the team. The team had arguably one of
the hardest starts in the tournament, playing four of
the eventual top eight teams in the first two days.
Results did not go as planned and the team lay 17/22
by Day 2. Throughout the competition, the team
remained competitive. On the penultimate day of
the round-robin after a big win against contenders
Indonesia and Chinese Taipei, and a good victory
against eventual world champions, Sweden, the
team lay only a few VPs off the top 8. Unfortunately,
the final day was a tough one and the team finished
out of the knock-out places.
The following board is taken from Match 1 of 21
vs Israel:

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer East.
´ Q972
™ A
t K87
® AQJ84
A8653
´ J4
N
K6
™
943
W
E
A63
t Q J 10 9 4 2
S
10 6 3
® 75
´ K 10
™ Q J 10 8 7 5 2
t 5
® K92

West
Norton

North

Pass

4™

East
Natt
Pass
All Pass

South
3™

West was Ben Norton who lead the ®3 avoiding a
risky underlead in one of the pointed suits. It is easy
to see viewing all four hands that declarer should
www.ebu.co.uk

win in hand and play a diamond up towards the
king, but instead he won in dummy with Shahzaad
playing the ®7. Declarer unblocked the ™A and
played a spade to the king instead.

Ben won with the ´A and continued a second
round of clubs. The Israeli declarer won in hand
and led the ™Q. Ben rose with the king and played
a third round of clubs allowing Shahzaad to ruff for
one down. The more vigilant of you may have
noticed that declarer could still have succeeded after
the second round of clubs! Declarer needed to drop
the ´J and force East to ruff the third round
eliminating the risk of a club ruff. A worthy 13 IMPs
for England capitalising on declarer’s slip with
accurate defence. In the other room, your lucky
writer received the ´A lead and 11 tricks was a fairly
trivial matter.

THE U21 TEAM
The U21 team was represented by Sam
Anoyrkatis & Theo Anoyrkatis; Harry Madden &
Kripa Panchagnula; Liam Sanderson & Daniel
Winter; NPC: Michael Byrne; coach: Alex Roberts.
The U21 team saw half the team that won a bronze
medal at the Europeans return for more.
Unfortunately for the team, many of the results did
not go their way and they finished 16th in their
round robin. What is encouraging, however, is that
the majority of the team still have another cycle in
the squad. Their experience in this competition will
have been invaluable and they will return far more
competitive next time.

WHAT DID YOU LEAD?
Back to the lead problem. Did anyone select a
spade? Well done. You collect 1400 points! This
incredible deal below was taken from round 4 of the
round-robin and the auction was from a match
between Norway and China U21. Unfortunately for
the Chinese West, he selected the ™2 lead meaning
that declarer secured his 13th trick in 7NT doubled
with the ™3! I challenge any reader to find a hand to
equal such a feat. I imagine teammates may have felt
quite hard done by to read ‘+1390’ and hear the
response ‘lose 15 IMPs’. Despite all this, China still
managed to win this match - Junior bridge living up
to all expectations! The full deal is shown on the
next column.

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer South.
´ K9
™ –
t AKJ3
® KQ98763
87654
´ AQJ32
N
J9762
™ –
W
E
Q84
t 10 9 7 6 5 2
S
–
® 54
´ 10
™ A K Q 10 8 5 4 3
t –
® A J 10 2

Liz Gahan & Yvonne Wiseman; NPC: Sally Brock;
coach: David Burn. The Women’s team got off to a
strong start with three good wins on Day 1
including a win against eventual World Champions,
China. Unfortunately, many marginal boards did
not go the team’s way and they slipped to 12th place
by the end of the competition. A disappointing
result; however, they can take comfort from the fact
they were up against the world’s best including
many who have represented their country at Open
Women’s level. The below board shows Laura Covill
in action:

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer North.
´ 5
™ QJ6432
t A87
® 842
Q92
´ 10 8 7 6 4
N
A 10 8 7 5
™ K9
W
E
Q96
t J 10 5
S
K6
® Q 10 3
´ AKJ3
™ –
t K432
® AJ975

West

North
Ren
2t1

East

South
Covill
2™2

Pass
All Pass
1
Weak 2 in either major; 2 pass or correct.

THE U26 WOMEN
The U26 Women were represented by Olivia
Bailey & Ewa Wieczorek; Siyu Ren & Laura Covill;
www.ebu.co.uk

Proceedings kicked off to an inauspicious start
with the ´8 lead out of turn. Laura won the ´A,
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cashed the ´K, discarding a diamond from the
dummy. She next ruffed a spade, cashed the ace of
diamonds, played a diamond to the king and ruffed
a diamond. She played a club to the ace reaching
this position:
´
™
t
®

–
QJ64
–
84
N
E

W
S

´
™
t
®

J
–
3
J975

She now led the ´J to guarantee her 8th trick. The
´J may be ruffed by West but dummy will overruff
to provide the missing trick. Meanwhile, the Poles
in the other room played in 3NT which went one
down.

THE U16 TEAM
The U16 team was represented by Jasmine
Bakhshi & Henry Rose; Jamie Fegarty & Liam
Fegarty; Oscar Selby & Andy Cope; NPC: Giorgio
Provenza; coach: Laura Porro. This team had
recently competed in the World Online Junior
Championships, achieving an incredible silver
medal. They kicked off the championships by
collecting their medal at the opening ceremony.
The U16s had a tough competition but remained
motivated throughout the entire round-robin.
Despite slipping to 13th place, the team showed
great spirit and rallied towards the final few rounds.
Three big wins against Poland, India and Norway
saw them shoot up the rankings but agonisingly
finish one place shy of the knock-out spots. They
can take great encouragement from this
performance which I am sure will be invaluable for
this young, yet experienced, team.
The following board sees Oscar Selby
demonstrate excellent technique in this tricky 6NT.
Oscar received the ´10 lead which ran round to his
king. As you can see, declarer has 11 top tricks - one
spade, three hearts, three diamonds and four clubs –
and needs to find a 12th. Easy to play a heart to the
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´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer East.
´ 873
™ Q 10 8
t Q97
® Q965
A J 10 4
´ 9652
N
J762
™ 53
E
W
S
J 10 8 6
t 532
7
® 10 8 4 2
´ KQ
™ AK94
t AK4
® AKJ3

West

Pass
Pass
All Pass

North
Cope
Pass
2t
4NT

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

South
Selby
2®
2NT
6NT

ten when you can see all the hands but how would
Oscar combat this one? He cashed his seven tricks
in the minors tightening the screw on West who
eventually pitched the ´J and came down to
´A ™J762 t - ® -

Oscar, reading the position well fearlessly exited a
spade and West was now powerless to avoid opening
up the heart suit. Why take a finesse when you can
play a squeeze? Well done Oscar.
On behalf of all players who were lucky enough to
attend the Championships, I’d like to thank all
those who supported the teams by their donations
or by any other means. It wouldn’t have been
possible without your generosity. The experience
gained by all players has been invaluable and I am
certain it will further everyone’s bridge careers.
Although the results may have been disappointing,
all teams surpassed expectations by qualifying in
the first place and they can look back at this
experience with pride. For the majority of the
players, it’s a case of restarting the cycle and looking
towards the next European Championships – keep
your eyes peeled!
In the meantime, you can see photos of all the
teams on page 69 (online), and some of the event at
https://goo.gl/u62HKk or through the World Bridge
Federation’s Youth page on Facebook.
r
www.ebu.co.uk

CAPTION

COMPETITION

CROSSWORD NO 16

Compiled by MERMAN
1

2

Answers online, p73

4

3

5

6

7

9

8
10

11

13

12

15

14
17

16
18

19

20
21

22

23
ACROSS
3. Unknown end one’s provided in poster put up in a really
bad place (8)
8. Want to lose a third of a point (4)
9. Personify Dombey’s ruin (6)
10. Thanks for having what can make jumper explain dance
(10)
12. Being upright, choose to change sides (5)
14. Hold up with faulty strobe lighting at the start (7)
16. Very pleased about getting removed from the board (7)
19. In defence, sprayed club with diamonds (5)
20. Shabby heartless risky action won’t do when taking a
circuitous course (10)
21. Get off at Putney Bridge Station, perhaps — it’s not right
to hold back (6)
22. King consumed shrew (4)
23. Spade king East led revealed the bare bones (8)

DOWN
1. Coin term for communications system? (8)
2. Diamonds ground to very little (6)
3. Remove controls in great duel played with East (10)
4. Received red card put in post (7, two words)
5. Is governed by no governors… (5)
6. … one of the governors is a mostly refined tactician but
without the ability to do and say the right things (10)
7. Not working in stupid lesson (4)
11. Shortened publicity about game (8)
13. Gentle Prime Minister was left in bind (7)
15. Having no publicity prevents memorable contests being
made known (6)
17. Last pinch of snuff in a long time (5)
18. Run back for a sly look (4)

Heave!
Congratulations to Alan Bailey for my
favourite shown under August’s cartoon below.
Other close contenders were Bob Matthew’s
SOS Director please, Brian Gladman’s Swedish
pair finish with a big score, Jeffrey Stanford’s
That’s what I call a weak two opening and Evelyn
Burt’s Pathetic overreaction to coming top in the
Sim Pairs. Send your new entries to
lou@ebu.co.uk by 28th October, or post to
Editor, Raggett House, Bowdens, Langport,
TA10 0DD.
Prestat donates a box of its very superior
chocolates as a prize. The brightly coloured
boxes, and the scrumptious contents, are the
epitome of good taste – in all the best ways!

My, My – down we go again
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by Alan Mould

Answers to August’s Problems

click
link

Pairs scoring on all hands

T

he first two hands this month come from
reader Dave Simmons, for which many
thanks. If any readers have hands they think
suitable, please send them to the editor and I would
be delighted to use them if possible. The hands were
again all pairs (matchpoint) scoring this time, but
in all honesty, I would make the same leads at IMPs.
Hand 1
´ 8732
™ J7632
t 83
® K6
South
West
North
2®1
Pass
2t2
2NT
Pass
4NT
6NT
All Pass
1
Acol style, 2 Negative/waiting

East
Pass
Pass

Choose from: (a) a spade; (b) ™3; (c) t8; (d) ®K/6.

(b) ™3: 3 marks. What do you hope this is going to
achieve? At best it will be neutral and at worst can
blow the suit – as it did at the table when declarer
had Q10xx opposite AKx.

(c) t8: 7 marks. If I were not going to lead a spade
I would lead this, but it is nowhere near as safe as
a spade. Partner’s Jxxx may well be picked up, or
declarer’s guess for the queen taken away. In the
worst case scenario you will find partner with
(say) Q10xx and declarer with AKJ9….

(d) ®K/6: 1 mark. A really wild and gambling lead,
which will only really work if partner has the ®A
or ®QJ. To illustrate the difference between suit
and NT slams though, I would have led a club if
the auction had gone (say) 1´ – 4NT – 5´ – 6´.
Here it looks like they will have plenty of tricks
but are missing a key card. I have to hope
partner’s key card (an ace or the trump king) is a
trick and we have another trick to cash when she
gets in with it. The best chance of another trick is
for me to lead a club and I would lead the ®6, not
the king.
Hand 2
´ A K 10
™ 10 7 5 4
t Q 10 3 2
® K5

(a) a spade: 10 marks. It is a really good rule of
thumb that in the absence of other information
you should lead aggressively against suit slams
and passively against NT slams. This is because in
a suit slam, declarer will often, given time, be able
to set up a side suit for any discards she needs, so
you need to get at your tricks quickly. In a NT
slam this consideration does not apply and the
aim is to avoid giving anything away. Hence here,
a spade is the most passive lead and I think it
clear cut.

South

West
1NT1
4´
Dble
1
12-14, 2 Both majors

North East
2®2
3NT
All Pass

Choose from: (a) ´A/K; (b) ™4; (c) t2; (d) ®K.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS:
Master: Robin Squire
Millbank

Open: Angelos Agathangelou
Stroud

Sponsored by
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(a) ´A/K: 10 marks. Another stand out in my view.
We have the values and they are trying to make 10
tricks in spades (or at least enough to be less than
the value of our game). That can only happen if
they can get a load of trump tricks. You have a way
of stopping that. At the table declarer had a void
heart and dummy had a singleton minor opposite
declarer’s ace. Guess what happens if you do not
lead a trump.

(b) ™4: 1 mark. I see no case whatsoever to lead
dummy’s suit here. What are you hoping to
achieve?

(c) t2: 3 marks. Better than a heart, but again what
is it going to achieve? Is declarer really going to
throw a load of diamond losers on dummy’s
hearts?

(d) ®K: 5 marks. Well, if I was not going to lead a
trump I suppose I would lead this as an attempt
to get my ´10 into the game, but really everything
is inferior to a spade.
Hand 3
´ 53
™ Q754
t 10 9 8 7 3
® 54
South
1NT1
Pass
1
12-14

West
Pass
Pass

North East
3NT
Dble
Redble All Pass

Choose from: (a) ´5; (b) ™4; (c) t10; (d) ®5.

You are on lead to a redoubled contract. Not many
points resting on this opening lead then. No
pressure….
Obviously, partnerships can have any agreement
they like, but the most usual agreement about a
double of 1NT – 3NT is that it calls for the lead of
the shorter major (partner either having a solid suit
or a one loser suit plus an ace). So, the right lead is
this:
(a) ´5: 10 marks. For the reasons given above.

(b) ™4: 4 marks. Without the double I would
seriously consider this lead (dummy has shown
no interest in the majors and we have no values to
speak of) but here it is highly unlikely to be right.
www.ebu.co.uk

Have the opponents really got four hearts (at
most) between them?

(c) t10: 1 mark. This is just an insult to partner. If

they wanted you to lead this, they would not have
doubled!

(d) ®5: 3 marks. Well, this could be right if partner
has solid clubs, but (i) how would partner expect
you to work this out and (ii) which is more likely
– that dummy has solid clubs and partner solid
r
spades, or the other way round?

SCARBOROUGH CONGRESS
The newly-expanded
Scarborough Congress
included the two-day
Northern Senior Pairs
Championship which
was won by Anne
Catchpole & David
Schiff (pictured). The
B final was won by Jim Deacon & Trevor Thrower.
The Open Pairs event was won by John Atthey &
Richard Bowdery. John continued this form into
the weekend when he teamed up with Claire
Robinson to win the Swiss Pairs, ahead of Sarah
Teshome & Richard Winter. The Multiple Teams
competition was won by Jeremy Dhondy, Bill
Hirst, John Holland & Jackie Pye. Sarah Teshome,
Richard Winter, Daniel Winter & Liam Sanderson
were second.

SUMMER SENIORS CONGRESS
The Summer Seniors
Congress made its
traditional trip to
Eastbourne in July.
Paul & Fiona
Littlewood (pictured)
won the
Championship Pairs,
ahead of Kathy & Denis Talbot. Gary Hyett & Alan
Cooke won the B Final.
The Swiss Pairs – for non-qualifiers in the
Championship Pairs, and for those joining the
Congress on day two – was won emphatically by
Joan Peel & Geoffrey Peel.
The Swiss Teams competition was won by the
undefeated team of Jeremy Dhondy, Bill Hirst,
Peter Law & Clive Cubitt, ahead of Gary Hyett,
Alan Cooke, John Jones & Adrian Fontes.
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EBED NEWS AND JUNIOR BRIDGE
A VISIT TO THE HOUSES OF
PARLIAMENT

Bridge players from Highover Junior Mixed and
Infant School (pictured with Lord Skelmersdale),
Queen Elizabeth’s Grammar School, Alford and
Queen Elizabeth’s Grammar School, Horncastle,
were invited to visit the Houses of Parliament by
the All Party Parliamentary Group for Bridge in
early July. The children had a tour of the building,
followed by lunch in the glorious sunshine on the
riverside terrace and then a friendly but
competitive game of bridge with a number of
members of the House of Lords. They were
greatly impressed with the standard of bridge that
all of the young people involved were playing. The
players were presented with certificates from
EBED’s Junior Award Scheme which they have
been working towards across the year.

NEW ONLINE TEACHERS’
DIRECTORY
You may have noticed that bridge teachers’ details
are now shown differently on the EBU and EBED
websites, and we hope are easier to use.
People who want to learn to play bridge can
now search for teachers in their area by simply
putting their postcode or town into the directory
on the EBED website. The directory is open for all
bridge teachers, whether or not they are members
of our Teachers’ Association, EBTA.
If you are a bridge teacher and would like your
details to appear in our online directory, we must
have your express permission to do this. You can
give us this permission as part of filling in our
Teachers Survey. Please contact David Emerson at
david@ebedcio.org.uk for a link to do this online.
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EBED MINIBRIDGE SIM PAIRS
During October and November, bridge students
can take part in the EBED MiniBridge Sim Pairs,
getting the chance to compare results with other
students across the country. The event is open to
all students, not just juniors, and there’s still time
to enter. In their information pack, teachers will
receive the hands and how to send in their
students’ results. The hands can be played any
time over a six-week period, and over multiple
sessions if necessary. Teachers can request an
information pack from:
Lisa Miller on 01296 317217.

TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR
TRAINING
Another new set of County Directors has recently
qualified at the annual County TD Training
Weekend at the Hilton Hotel in Coventry. Clubs
are often looking for new Club Directors and
EBED has courses coming up across the country,
including ones in Richmond, Aylesbury,
Nottingham, Solihull, Stafford, Cheltenham,
Chester and Stamford. A full list including dates
is available on the EBED website at
www.ebedcio.org.uk/td-course-calendar. You can
now book all our courses online through the
MyEBU section of the EBU website.
Our materials are also now being adapted by
the Cyprus Bridge Federation to help with their
TD development programme – EBED’s courses
really are some of the best in the world and are
internationally recognised as such.
See www.ebedcio.org.uk for more information or contact
Richard Banbury: 01296 317218, richard@ebedcio.org.uk

CLUB TEACHER TRAINING
EBED
has
been
working
hard
on
professionalising our teachers and improving our
Teacher Training Course, so there has never been
a better time to start your journey as a bridge
teacher. Courses are being added all the time, so
please check www.ebedcio.org.uk/club-teachertraining for all the latest information.
www.ebu.co.uk

EBED NEWS AND JUNIOR BRIDGE
SOUTHERN COUNTIES JUNIOR
BRIDGE CAMP

The hottest days of the year didn’t stop 63 juniors
aged 7 to 21 from playing bridge almost non-stop
at the Southern Counties Junior Bridge Camp at
Ardingly College in early July. The Chapel made
an impressive venue for the competitions – have
we found a new use for redundant church
buildings?
Highlights included a master-class on highlevel competitive bidding by Espen and Helen
Erichsen and a 2-way tie for first place in the
Priday Cup, won by Oscar Selby and Andy Cope
from Jamie and Liam Fegarty on the result of the
boards played against each other. Dominic Cooke
and William Clennell won the NS Saturday
evening pairs, and Henry Rose and Jasmine
Bakhshi the EW. The Ratnesan family made a
clean sweep of the novice competitions, with
Radha winning on Saturday together with Eliska
Whitney, and Rajeiv and Ranesh on Sunday.

INTER-SCHOOLS EVENTS CELEBRATE END
OF A GREAT YEAR

Very successful Inter-Schools events in Kent and
at the Stamford Youth Bridge Academy brought
their respective Junior Bridge seasons to a close.
Around 50 players attended Kent’s event, with
prizes presented by England international Helen
Erichsen, and SYBA saw 100 young people join
them for theirs, which was also attended by local
MP Nick Boles, EBU Chief Executive Gordon
Rainsford, England Junior Coach Alan Shillitoe
and two members of the England Junior Squad.

Three juniors were awarded their EBED Junior
Award Scheme MiniBridge Level, six their Bronze
Level, one Gold and four Platinum.
Four brave girls opted to play rounders in 30oC,
but most juniors and adults opted for the
swimming pool or (after a rapid programme
alteration) to watch the World Cup football
Quarter-Final. The England Under 16 Team used
the event as their final training for the World
Youth Bridge Championships in China (see p46),
and for the semi-final of the World Youth Online
Championships against the USA, which they
won, before narrowly missing out to a strong
China team in the final.
www.ebu.co.uk

EBTA TEACHERS’ CONFERENCE
EBED are organising another conference for
EBTA Teachers in June next year, just as many
bridge teachers start to think about recruiting and
planning for the forthcoming teaching year. The
main theme will be advertising and recruitment,
including advice on using social media.
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Summer Festival – 2018
Swiss Pairs for the
Harold Poster Cup
3-5 August 2018
Peter Lakatos & Gabor
Winkler
2= Tony Waterlow & Waseem
Naqvi
2= Ian Pagan & Chris Jagger
4= Chris Duckworth & Brian
Callaghan
4= Dan McIntosh & Rune
Hauge
Highest B stratification pair
8 Peter Taylor & John Cox
Highest C stratification pair
(Brighton Plate)
14 Alex Crystol & K Rahman

3

1

2

2

Play with the Experts
6 August 2018
N/S 1 Andrew Parkes & Richard

Samter (Bath)
2 Patrick Trevanion &
Carrie Babington
(Huddersfield)
E/W 1 Roger Morton & David
Ould (Richmond)
OVERALL WINNERS
2 John Treble & Richard
Moore (Bath)

1
2

1
2

16 August 2018
Tracy Capal & David
Sherman (Richmond)
Norman Selway & Louise
Selway (Tunbridge Wells)

Point-a Board Teams
17 August 2018
Ali Ahmed, James Thrower,
Todor Tiholov, Peter Ivanov
2= Mike Graham, Angela
McCready, Lorne
Anderson, Warner
Solomon
2= Maciej Pilecki, Damian
Garczarek, Roger Pratt,
Paddy Murphy
1

Saturday Swiss Pairs
1
2

GCH Fox Champ Pairs
7 August 2018
Steve Root & Niall Igoe
(Richmond)
John Brandon-Joyce &
Vanessa O’Callaghan
(Bristol)

15 August 2018
Bernard Goldenfield,
Irving Blakey, Rhona
Goldenfield, Joy Blakey
(Huddersfield)
Cathy Davies, Nelson
Stephens, Sue O'Hara,
Mike Davies (Bristol)

Mixed Pairs Champs

Friday Open Pairs
1

2

18 August 2018
David Wright & David
Fletcher
Gay Keaveney & Martin
Jones

Naseer Dashti & Easter
David

Combined Sat & Sun
Swiss Pairs

Mixed Pivot Teams

1

3 August 2018
Dan Crofts & Andrew
Thompson
Peter Hasenson & David
Sherman

Sarah Bell & Frances
Hinden (Richmond)

1
2

18-19 August 2018
Steve Auchterlonie & Anne
Balderson
Gay Keaveney & Martin
W Jones

Chris Duckworth, Brian
Callaghan, Agnes
Wesseling, Niels van der
Gaast
Swiss Teams - Brighton Bowl
1 Norman Selway, Kay
Preddy, Sandra Penfold,
Brian Senior

Mixe d Pair
s Champs

Four Star Teams
19 August 2018
Mark Teltscher, Zia
Mahmood, Artur
Malinowski, Tom
Townsend, Bernard
Teltscher
2= Ben Green, Andrew
Murphy, Jon Cooke,
Cameron Small
2= Gunnar Hallberg,
Derek Patterson,
Andrew McKintosh,
Phil King
4 Diana Nettleton,
Simon Cope, Ben
Handley-Pritchard,
Alex Hydes
B Final
1 Chris Dixon, David
Jones, Trevor Ward,
Peter Shelley
2 Kieran Dyke, Frances
Hinden, Paula Leslie,
Jeffrey Allerton
3 Tom Dessain,
Tugrul Kaban, Steve
Allen, Francis Eddleston
1

Sunday Swiss Pairs
1

4

Po int-a-Board Teams

Friday O
pen Pairs

Swiss Teams - Brighton Bowl

19 August 2018
Eryk Gozdowski & Tony
Mutukisna

Harold Poster Cup

Bright
on Pla
te

Every effort has been made to provide correct names. We apologise if there are errors.

Fo ur Star Teams

HUDDERSFIELD’S FESTIVAL EXPERIENCE
Huddersfield BC used the Summer Festival to
provide a week of bridge including an Open Day.
The experience was really positive with lots of
visitors both to the Open Day and taking part in
the four Summer Festival events. Members gained
useful experience and earned Blue Points. Denis
Murphy took the role of TD and scorer. And great
news – the club’s first-ever Open Day looks likely
to add twenty-plus players to the numbers
engaged in this wonderful mind-bending sport.

REALLY EASY CONGRESS
The 2018
Really Easy
Congress took
place just
outside
Warwick in
early August,
with an almost
unprecedented
number of different winners across the five
competitions.
The event is for players with less experience of
'congress bridge'. The main competition – a seven
match Swiss Pairs – was won by Kate Webb & Neil
Smith (above), ahead of Kate Pledger & Steve
Beckley.
Congratulations to Helen Smithson & Denver
Gorman and to Paul Winstone & Roger Harris
who won the Welcome Pairs and to Maju Sethia &
Sampat Sethia and Giles Thompson & Chiho
Thompson who won the Friday Evening Pairs.
Ruth Wethey & Clare Tingle, together with Helen
Cameron & Louise Wilson triumphed in the
Saturday afternoon Pairs. The Multiple Teams was
won by Maju Sethia, Sampat Sethia, Shirley Kayne,
Wendy Trayhern (below).

CROCKFORDS CUP

The Crockfords Cup – England's premier
knockout teams competition – has been won by
the team of Julian Wightwick, Jon Cooke, Ian
Pagan, Paul Barden, Chris Jagger & Jonathan
Mestel (the latter two playing in the early rounds).
The eight-team all-play-all final was closely
contested, with five teams losing no more than
two matches each, but Jagger emerged victorious.
They scored 89 VPs, with De Botton (Janet de
Botton, David Bakhshi, Tom Townsend, Artur
Malinowski, Thor Erik Hoftaniska & Dror Padon)
in second on 83, and the Byrne team on 79 VPs.
The Plate competition, for those losing in the
early stages of the Cup competition, was won by
Stephen Green, Nick Smith, Alan Wilson, Roger
Bryant & Graham Link. Milman came second.

NORTHERN MIDWEEK
The
Northern
Midweek
Congress saw
its highest
entry for five
years, with
Harrogate the venue for three days of weekday
bridge. The two-day Championship Pairs was won
by Justin Hackett & Martin Taylor (pictured) who
finished ahead of the defending champions,
Graham Osborne & Philip Wood. Tom Cohen &
Alan Jarvis came third.
The Swiss Teams competition was won by the
team of Pearl Murphy, Val Gibson, Martin Kane &
Bill March, ahead of Liz Commins, David
Stevenson, Tim Chanter & Helen Wildsmith.
Solomon and Carpenter tied for third place.
Justin also finished second in the annual HCL
International Bridge Championship (Pairs) in
New Delhi, playing with his brother Jason. The
prestigious congress attracts an international field.

www.ebu.co.uk
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Probability changing

by Guest Contributor David Burch

Space: Beyond the Frontier

‘I

t’s space, Number One, but not as we know
it!’ The First Officer winced: had the Captain
at last understood the Theory of Empty
Spaces, which states that the likelihood that a player
holds a particular card is directly proportional to
the number of unknown cards held? ‘You are
probably thinking about the Theory of Empty
Spaces, but I am going to tell you how to work out
the changing odds of suit distributions as a hand
progresses.’ The First Officer’s ears pricked up.
‘Interesting,’ he said.
‘Yes,’ continued the Captain. ‘This was explained
to me by the Zian Commander after last night’s
match in the Inter-Galactic League. Do you recall
Board 34?’ The Captain flicked to the hand on
HoloGraph:

Board 34, N/S Game. Dealer East.
´ A
™ A K Q 10 7 5
t854
®952
´ 53
´ Q J 10 9 4 2
N
™ 9842
™ J3
W
E
t Q93
t KJ7
S
® K Q 10 8
® J6
´ K876
™6
t A 10 6 2
®A743

The First Officer remembered it well. The Zian
East had opened a weak 2´, which was passed
round to him as North, where he had bid 3™. The
Captain bid 3NT, which was the final contract and
West led the ´5. At trick 2, the Captain had led a low
diamond to the 7 and 10, won by West, who
continued with spades. Since holding up was
pointless, the Captain had won, tabled the ™6 and
tranced before calling for the ™10. Whereupon the
roof had fallen in: East won, cashed four spade
56
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tricks and switched to clubs. The Captain ended
with just four tricks for -500. When they scored up,
it transpired that the Zian Commander had made
ten tricks in the same contract for +630, producing
a swing of 15 IGMPs to the Zians, who won the
match by just 3 IGMPs. If only the Captain had let
him play in 3™.
‘I took the opportunity to discuss the hand with
the Zian Commander in the Officers’ Mess
afterwards,’ said the Captain. ‘She said that the
bidding and the play to the first three tricks was the
same, but that she had rejected the heart finesse and
simply cashed six heart tricks and the two minor
suit aces to go with her two spade tricks. I said I had
played with the odds according to the Theory of
Empty Spaces: West presumably had two spades to
East’s six, so West had 11 unknown cards that might
be the ™J, whereas East only had seven, and the odds
were 11:7 on taking the heart finesse. She said that
my analysis was superficial, and the odds actually
favoured playing East for ™Jxx or ™Jx. I asked her to
prove it, and this is what she said:
‘After the defenders knocked out my second spade
stopper, I decided that I would not make the
contract if either defender had five or more hearts.
If this had been the case, the best I could have done
was to hope that West had the jack and take the
heart finesse. Even then, I could only have cashed
four heart tricks before attempting to set up a long
diamond without letting East in to cash his spades,
which I doubted was possible. No, the most I could
have hoped for was eight tricks and one down. To
make the contract, I needed hearts to break 4-2 or
3-3. If East held three or four small hearts, it made
no matter what I did: I would always make six heart
tricks. Likewise, if East held ™Jxxx, there was
nothing I could do: I would be restricted to making
only three heart tricks. So the critical holdings were:
™Jxxx with West, in which case I must finesse; and
™Jxx or ™Jx with East, when I must play for the jack
to drop.’
www.ebu.co.uk

‘Now, I am going to let you into a secret, Captain.
I can work out the comparative odds of the 4-2 and
3-3 heart splits at the point that I needed to make
the decision. This is how it is done. As you said, the
spade split is known, and West had 11 unknown
cards to East’s 7. I needed to compare the 4-2 and 33 holdings, so, either way, West had to hold 3 of the
defenders’ 6 hearts and East must hold 2. This
reduces their Empty Spaces for the 6th heart to 8
and 5 respectively. Now comes the clever bit. West
had 8 Empty Spaces, and if he were to have been
dealt the final heart, his suit length would be four.
The comparative odds that West did have those four
hearts are his Empty Spaces divided by his number
of hearts: that is 8/4 or 2.
Turning to East: he had five Empty Spaces, and if
he had been dealt the final heart, he
would hold three. So the
comparative odds that East
held three hearts is 5/3.
Thus it was slightly more
likely that hearts split 4-2
than 3-3 by 2 to 5/3. I am
sure you learned cancelling
and cross-multiplying in
Elementary Space School,
Captain, and prefer to express this
ratio as 6:5.’
‘Next, I considered the likelihood of the three
critical holdings. ™Jxxx with West is two-thirds of
all the possible 4-2 splits, so with comparative odds
of 6, this had a likelihood of 4. So that was 4 for the
finesse. ™Jx with East is the other one-third of the 42 splits: therefore this had a likelihood of 2. I needed
to add to this the likelihood of East holding ™Jxx,
which is one half of the 3-3 splits. With comparative
odds of 5, this had a likelihood of 5/2 or 2½, making
a total likelihood of 4½ for dropping the jack
offside. To summarise, the likelihoods of success
were: 4 by finessing, but 4½ by playing hearts from
the top. As a Starship Captain, I am sure you
appreciate that, with nothing else to go on, I simply
played with the odds of 9:8 that the jack would
drop.’
‘I was dumbstruck,’ the Captain continued, ‘and I
can see by your face that you are too.’ The First
Officer composed himself and replied, ‘It is an
elegant method, Captain, and the arithmetic
involved seems quite straightforward, but is it
accurate?’
‘Well,’ said the Captain, ‘I left the Mess and went
www.ebu.co.uk

straight off to find Midshipman Math for
confirmation. I asked him to calculate the
probabilities of the heart distributions once spades
are known to split 2-6, and in particular the ratio
between the 4-2 and 3-3 splits. He thought for a
moment and said that the probabilities are 37.33%
and 31.11% and that the ratio between them is
precisely – yes, precisely – 6:5. I then told him about
the Zian Commander’s method, and asked if the
whole a priori table of card distributions could be
produced by means of her pair-wise comparisons.
After a few seconds, he said that indeed it could,
and, moreover, that the whole table could be
expressed as ratios of whole numbers. As an
example, he told me that the 3-2, 4-1 and 5-0 a
priori distributions of 5 cards are in the ratio
156:65:9.’
‘For example, in comparing the
chance of a 5-0 heart break
with a 4-1 break we note that
West must have 4 cards and
East no cards before the
final heart is dealt. This
means that West has 9
Empty Spaces and East 13 to
receive the last heart. If West
gets it his heart length will be 5, so
the comparative odds of this are 9/5. If
East gets it his heart length will be 1, and the
comparative odds are 13/1. Cross-multiplying as
before, we see that the chance of 5-0 compared to 41 is 9x1:13x5 = 9:65. A similar calculation
comparing 4-1 with 3-2 produces 65:156.’
‘Fascinating,’ said the First Officer. ‘Ensign Flux
Gun Kelly is in the brig for attempting the Alcatraz
Coup against the Veegon Ambassador in last week’s
Inter-planetary Pairs. I will give him the task of
using the Zian Commander’s pair-wise
comparisons to calculate all the ratios for the
complete a priori table by hand.’
‘Good idea, and could you demand another table
for when one suit is known to split 6-2,’ added the
Captain.
After a short pause, the First Officer continued,
‘That Board 34 reminds me of one that I was
reading about in the Historical Archives. It was
back in the early 21st century, 2013 I think, in the
United States trials on Planet Earth. The heart
position was very similar, and the unfortunate
declarer took the finesse and ended up going seven
down in 7NT. At least we did better than that!’ r
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The fictional director

by Gordon Rainsford

Unauthorised Information

click
link

I

quite frequently play with irregular or unknown
partners and have a habit of telling them to send
me a system card that they usually play, on
which to base our agreements. Recently I arranged a
game with my friend Anne and I arrived at the club
at the last minute, brandishing the system card, not
having had time to give it more than a cursory
glance.
Barely had I sat down and paid my table money
than the boards were on the table and my RHO
opened the bidding with 1´.
Oh well, a nice easy 3® from
´ 432
me … but what’s this? My
™ 876
partner Anne is alerting it! And
t8
now she describes it as showing
®AKJ965
at least 5-5 in hearts and
diamonds! How did I fail to
notice we are playing Ghestem? I’ll just have to hope
the opponents save us from my error. But of course
not, no such luck, LHO passes and Anne bids 3™,
expecting me to have five of them and therefore she
probably only has three, on a good day. Shall I rebid
my clubs to let her know what is going on?
NO!!! That would be to use Unauthorised
Information (UI). The only reason I know that she
doesn’t have hearts is because of the alert of my 3®
bid and that is information that I am not authorised
to use. Law 73C tells me:
When a player has available to him unauthorised
information from his partner, such as from … an
unexpected alert or failure to alert, he must carefully
avoid taking any advantage from that unauthorised
information [see Law 16B1(a)].
So do I have to pass partner in this silly 3™
contract? No, even that is not good enough – my
heart support really couldn’t be any better if partner
did have a heart suit, as I would expect if I didn’t
have UI, so I should be raising to 4™.
What about if this gets doubled – can I rescue
now? Well no, since I have no reason, except for the
UI, to believe we will be better in clubs than in
58
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hearts. I’ll just have to pass and accept that this
board will probably be a bottom. Oh hang on, the
game is being scored by Cross-IMPs, so I can’t even
console myself that a board can’t be worse than a
bottom – it can be and probably will be bad enough
to cancel out several good boards!
My only real consolation is that I’m playing
according to the Laws and not trying to evade my
responsibilities and I’m lucky to be playing with
someone who understands and appreciates that.
DDDDD

It’s a couple of weeks before my next game and
I’m partnering someone new. He is a regular
partner of Anne and suggested that we play their
regular system, which is what I played with her, so I
should be ok this time. Once again, a last-minute
arrival from me and the first board is on the table,
with RHO opening 1´:
Well I won’t get caught out this
time – I’ve got just the hand for
a Ghestem 3®, so that’s what I
do … but no alert from
partner, and when my LHO
asks him, he says it’s natural
and then ‘raises’ to 4®! Can I remove this? No, once
again I have the hand I think I’ve shown already (ok
I have a sixth diamond, but I also have two clubs
and a void spade) so my only legitimate question to
myself is whether I should be raising to 5®. What
would I do if partner had alerted and explained it as
the red suits, but nonetheless raised to 4®? Well
since he would presumably have something like
seven or eight solid clubs for that and I would hope
to be able to add a few more tricks, I think I would
raise to 5®. So that’s what I do, but am not
surprised when it gets doubled and we go for 2300.
´
™
t
®

–
KQ876
K Q J 10 6 4
96

‘But partner, we’re playing Ghestem.’
‘Oh, is that still on the card? We stopped playing
it a while ago, because one or other of us kept
r
forgetting we were playing it’!
www.ebu.co.uk

CAN YOU DESIGN DECEMBER’S FRONT COVER?

R

emember this one?

Can you make a seasonal item that would be
suitable for the picture on the front cover of
December 2018’s English Bridge?
It might be a photo, it might be something
hand-made, or designed on the computer. If you
would like to craft a masterpiece, submit a great
photo, or are a whizz with computer design and
have an idea for something fun and colourful,
please send photos of your showpieces via email
to lou@ebu.co.uk.
There’s still plenty of time the deadline is 15th October,
so put your thinking cap on!

The EBU members’ magazine – December 2017 – Issue 274

There’s no need to do
anything beyond the picture
in the middle - I’ll put the
writing on and, if necessary,
do some basic work on the
photo.

ADVERTISEMENTS
ALTHOUGH staff of English Bridge and the staff of
Danby Advertising (Advertising Agent for English
Bridge) take reasonable precautions to protect the
interests of readers by ensuring as far as practicable
that advertisements in the pages of English Bridge are
bona fide, the magazine and its publisher, the
EBU, cannot accept any undertaking in respect of
claims made against advertisers, whether these
advertisements are printed as part of the magazine,
or are in the form of inserts. Legal remedies are
available if redress is sought, and readers who have
complaints should address them to the advertiser,
should consult a local Trading Standards Office
or a Citizens Advice Bureau or their own solicitors.
Members should ensure when booking holidays
that they take suitable precautions to protect
their booking: check the company is part of a
relevant organisation (e.g. ABTA); take out
suitable travel insurance; pay at least £100 by
credit card. Readers should note that prices
advertised may not be accurate due to currency
exchange rate fluctuations or tax changes.
www.ebu.co.uk

LICENSED BRIDGE
WHEN you see the ‘LB’ sign in an advertisement in the
magazine, it means that:

•
•
•
•

The organisers of the holiday have applied for, and
received, a licence from the EBU.
They may choose to give Master Points in accordance with
EBU scales.
These Master Points will be accepted and added to player
records.
The bridge will be played in line with EBU regulations and
bye-laws, thus affording all players the protection of
playing within the jurisdiction of the EBU.

All county events advertised have an EBU licence.
NOTE: Members playing in events licensed by another
National Bridge Organisation will not be able to have Master
Points credited to their records save for events in Wales,
Scotland, Northern Ireland, Republic of Ireland, New Zealand
and Australia. The conversion of Green Points to Gold Points
will only happen at English events, the BGB Gold Cup and
Home Internationals.
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LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR
CARD TAPPING
Our bidding cards get bent and
twisted very quickly due to
players tapping the top of them
before removing the required
number of cards, this is despite
the pleas of various directors.
Has anyone come up with a
solution? I have thought of a few
but as they mostly involve
electrical shock devices, knuckle
dusters, alarm bells and sitting
on the bottom step they are
probably illegal/impractical.
Ian Nicol

Send your letters to the editor, Lou Hobhouse
Raggett House, Bowdens, TA10 0DD, or e-mail louhobhouse@ebu.co.uk
The editor reserves the right to condense letters. Publication does not mean the
EBU agrees with the views expressed or that the comments are factually correct.

opponents’ NGS rather than the
overall strength of field. This
means that you need to do better
to improve your NGS if you
happen to play against lower
graded opponents. I think this is as
it should be and accounts for your
experience over the weekend.
Gordon Rainsford, EBU CEO

time, right up until his death a
few months ago at 89. Some of our
juniors are known to be very slow.
Even in our Seniors events there is
no call for extra time to be
allowed, though they do tend to
have slightly fewer boards and
often have a tea break.
Gordon Rainsford, EBU CEO

PLAYING INTO OUR 90s

EBU BRIDGE MOTTO
I was looking at the new diary
and noticed we do not have a
motto. I would like to suggest I
wish I had learned to play earlier.
Dave Parkin

I played in the Summer Festival
Championship Pairs with one of
my regular partners – an event
we both enjoyed very much. In
all, there were 156 pairs
competing, and we noted that
several of the players were
Internationals, and many of the
rest were recognisable as toplevel county players. We played
fifteen 8-board matches – 120
boards in total – and we were
pleased to notch up ten wins and
37th place overall, which was
high enough to qualify for
Ranking Points. However, after
the event, when poring over the
statistics, I was very surprised to
find that the net effect of the
weekend on my NGS grade was
to increase it by a mere 0.1, up to
60.22. My partner's NGS actually
went down a tiny bit!
Alaric Cundy

With luck it will happen to all of
us – we'll get into our nineties
and still be playing competitive
bridge. Unfortunately, for those
making this happy state of affairs
play is sometimes very slow
which can spoil the enjoyment of
opposing players by putting
them under undue time
pressure. As a suggestion, could
something be arranged, say, at
EBU events for players in their
nineties to play one fewer board
in each match they play except
for the last one?
The last thing I would want to
happen is for players in their
nineties to have to suffer an
average minus on their last board
through slow play or to feel they
shouldn't compete for fear of
spoiling other's enjoyment.
I've probably generalised
unfairly since I've played with
and against many in their
nineties who weren't slow
players but for those that are
some accommodation might
make players' bridge experience
more enjoyable.
Alan Bailey

I’m glad you enjoyed the event
despite this! One of the things
about Swiss Pairs is that the SOpp
value (Standard of Opposition) is
assessed according to your direct

I don’t really see much
correlation between age and
slowness at the bridge table. The
late Martin Hoffman continued to
be one of the fastest players of all

NGS fIELD
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NON-AffILIATED MANNERS
It is unfair for Edward Blincoe
(Letters August 2018) to
denigrate members of affiliated
clubs for preferring to abide by
the laws of bridge. Actually, I was
playing at an unaffiliated club
when I first started duplicate
and, wanting to see again all the
cards of the trick just played, I
was told that I couldn’t because I
had already turned over my own
card. I accepted that happily as I
don’t like to play any game if
people are ignoring rules.
Director calls are rare at many
affiliated clubs, but it is
comforting to know that a
correct procedure covers every
situation. This is taking the game
seriously, but it can still be
friendly and fun.
Paul Habershon
Edward Blincoe’s view on
playing bridge at unaffiliated
clubs reflects a casual attitude to
the etiquette and Laws of Bridge.
I play at several clubs, both
EBU affiliated and nonwww.ebu.co.uk

affiliated. As a newbie (less than
five years playing) I find, having
done all I can to learn bidding
conventions, develop my card
play, build a regular partnership
and keep on top of the Laws, that
the laissez faire attitudes at one
non-affiliated club absolutely
infuriating. The lack of regard
for alerting and announcing, the
use (or non-use of the ‘Stop’
card), rearranging tricks after a
revoke, inadequate or incorrect
explanations of an opponent's
partner’s bids when asked, casual
attitudes to bidding and playing
out of turn all add up to playing
a card game that isn’t really
‘proper’ bridge at all.
Edward
suggests
that
announcing 12-14 is somehow
unnecessary
in
such
an
environment but it can be a
cover for low-level cheating and
I’ve seen a 1NT opening of 15
points on several occasions and
been disadvantaged. But this
club regards itself as friendly and
somehow above calling the
Director, so I fume in silence in
deference to my guide and
mentor partner who hates a
'fuss’.
Geoffrey Harrison
As an aside, there is nothing
wrong with opening a 12-14 point
1NT hand with 11 or 15 points if
you value it as such. EBU

VIEWS ON THE STOP CARD
You have touched upon my
bugbear. I think that the use of
the Stop card is essential but it is
also important that players use it
correctly. How often does one see
a player show the stop card and
immediately put it back into the
bidding box? IMHO every club
director should remind everyone
at the beginning of the session
that when using a Stop card they
should keep it faced for about 10
seconds.
George Summers
Having been brought up with its
www.ebu.co.uk

use, I feel that overall it is to the
benefit of the game – providing
players are taught early on to
obey
correct
procedure.
Regrettably there are (and always
will be), players who will take
advantage of the flexibility that a
stop card has to communicate
information. You say ‘we have
had 45 years to get used to the
card.’ With an increasingly aged
demographic many players will
have had no time at all to get
used to its withdrawal!
John Portwood
I have never felt that the Stop
card was the slightest help in
reducing unethical behaviour.
The one useful purpose it served,
quite without intention no
doubt, was to remind the other
three players that the jump bid
was
intentional!
So
my
suggestion is to keep the Stop
card but remove the 5-10 second
pause (which most players
ignore anyway).
Paul Quinn
Edna and I have just returned
from the USA. As far as we could
see, removing the Stop card has
made no difference whatsoever.
More
experienced
players
observed the compulsory pause
while the majority did not –
exactly the same as happens in
the average bridge club in
England. In my opinion, after
many years of club play and
occasional directing, the only
thing a stop card player does is
remind
his partner of the
significance of the bid.
Eric Gergel
Getting rid of the Stop card is a
bad idea. Stop card use in the
ACBL is optional, or at least it
was once. More importantly,
their procedure was completely
ineffectual, since they flashed the
Stop card and then put it away,
so that a LHO who did have
something to think about would
have to keep track of the time as

well as contemplate their bid.
And finally, the Stop card is, or
was, used to alert partner as to
the nature of the bid.
If the Stop card was eliminated
it would not be possible to
impose a pause on the LHO. A
player with an uninteresting
hand might well not notice that a
bid was a jump.
Stefanie Rohan, and similar
from Richard Denning
I was a member of the ACBL for
over 15 years and was very glad
to see the new rule come into
play, above club level.
As a minor point, you may not
be aware, the ACBL previously
did not require the use of the
stop card except, if you begin to
use it, you must use it in all the
correct applications. So you
could not use it on one board
and then ‘conveniently’ not use it
on another. This was a result of
some unscrupulous partnerships
devising a meaning for when the
Stop card was used.
There were also allegations
about the ‘manner’ in which the
stop card was displayed, shown
or placed. Unfortunately, since
recording devices are prohibited
at tournaments, with the exception
of authorised broadcast sessions,
there was never any solid
evidence either way.
As an experienced player, I see
no need for a Stop card especially
when playing above the club
level. The only reasonable or
rational time for using the Stop
card is when playing with or
against novices or new players.
I would fully support the
removal of the stop card in the
same manner as prescribed by
the ACBL.
Reggie Lewis
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Club Bidding Quiz

by Julian Pottage

Answers to Questions on Page 14

click
link

Hand 1
´ AK6
™KJ654
tA654
®Q

W
1™
?

N
2®

E
Pass

S
3®

Double. With a good opening hand and a shortage
in the opposing suit, it is right to try to keep your
side in the bidding. While game is unlikely given
partner's failure to raise to 2™ or make a negative
double, you still wish to compete the partscore
when both sides are likely to have a fit.
Hand 2
´ AQJ
™ AK3
tQ942
®AJ8

W

N
1NT1

E
Pass

S
Pass

?
1

12-14

Double. When the opponents open a weak no
trump, a double is for penalties. Although there is a
lower point count limit of around 15 for doubling
to be sensible, there is no upper limit. A 2NT
overcall would not be natural, instead suggesting
some sort of two-suited hand (typically both
minors).
Hand 3
´ Q 10 5 2
™8763
t K 10 8
®52

W

N

2´
?

Pass

E
1´
3®

S
Pass
Pass

3´. After your side has agreed a major, a bid below
the level that commits your side to game is a try for
game in the major, typically showing length in or
asking for help in the suit bid. While your
doubleton club may be useful and you do have fourcard spade support, having only 5 HCP means you
should sign off in 3´.
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Hand 4
´ Q43
™Q863
tQ75
® 842

W

N

1™
?

Pass

E
1t
2´

S
Pass
Pass

3t. Opener's jump-shift rebid is forcing (to game)
and you must find another bid despite being
minimum for your initial response. With equal
length in partner's two suits, and expecting that the
first suit will be longer, you give preference back to
the first suit.
Hand 5
´ Q865
™Q653
t 10
® 10 9 7 4

W

N

E
1™

S
2t

?

2™. In a competitive situation, when you have
support for partner and are short in the opposing
suit, you should try hard to keep your side in the
bidding. The ruffing value in diamonds should
compensate for having only 4 HCP.

Hand 6
´ A K 10 8 6
™K962
t 4
®AK8

W

N
3t

E
Pass

S
4t

?

Double. With a good hand short in the opposing
suit, the way to maximise the chance of finding your
side's best contract is by doubling. While sometimes
partner will have equal length in the majors and you
will end up in the wrong one, this is more flexible
r
than bidding 4´.
www.ebu.co.uk

Bridge Club Live

by Barrie Partridge

Seven Results at Seven Tables

click
link

O

ne of the huge advantages of online bridge
is the ability to look up, after you have
played a board, the bidding and play at the
other tables to see why you got a good or bad score.

The board below provided a wide variety of
scores at the seven tables that took part in a recent
daily IMPs Pairs tournament in Bridge Club Live. It
was Board 11, so South was the dealer at Love All.

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer South.
´ Q 10 8 5 3
™ 9765
t 6
® 952
–
´ AKJ942
N
A K J 10 8 3
™ –
W
E
K3
t AQ984
S
AKJ76
® Q8
´ 76
™ Q42
t J 10 7 5 2
® 10 4 3

I was East at one table and was not expecting the
Benji 2® opening that came from my partner! After
then hearing partner bid 2™ followed by 3®, I
settled for a quiet 6NT as a Grand Slam seemed
unlikely with the hands seemingly mis-fitting. On
the t5 lead, I boringly went up with the tK, set up
a third heart trick and claimed 12 tricks. A pair in
6® by West also made 12 tricks.

One East reached 7NT and with the same t5 lead
as I had received, ran it round to t8 and, with the
clubs breaking, made 13 tricks. The best passive
lead from South, with West having shown hearts
and clubs, is probably the tJ and where this was led
against another 7NT contract, declarer drifted off
when the diamonds didn’t break. The other 7NT
contract was played by West on a club lead, which
also turned out to be a good passive lead, and this
also drifted off.
The best line in 7NT on a minor suit lead seems
to be a squeeze. If a diamond lead, take with tK.
Then cash the ´AK early and then the clubs
www.ebu.co.uk

(assuming no worse than 4-2) to come to this
position with the lead in the West hand:
´
™
t
®

–
A K J 10
3
–

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

J
–
AQ98
–

By leading out ™A, throwing a diamond, and then
the ™K, throwing the ´J if the ´Q has not yet
appeared, we make the remainder if the diamonds
were 3-3 all along, or if the player with the longer
diamonds also has the ™Q (as on this occasion), or
if North had the longer diamonds and the ´Q.
There were still two more tables to play and one
E/W pair had a very long Precision Club sequence
to reach 6™ played (remarkably) by East! South
found a diamond lead and, when in, on the third
round of trumps, with the ™Q, gave partner a
diamond ruff with North’s last heart! Even if
declarer discards a diamond on a top spade before
crossing to dummy to start on the trumps, there is
still a trump promotion available to the defence.
There was a nasty accident at the final table where
an experienced partnership stopped in 3NT+3 with
their combined 35 HCP and they must have been
relieved to emerge with +1 IMP on the board! r

Bridge Club Live, the only UK based
online bridge club, offers

D Fast, fun and friendly bridge in a format that
suits you.
D Drop-in Drop-out Match Point Pairs and
social games
D Individual, Improvers and IMP Pairs
Tournaments, and Teams events
D Full bidding and play records of every deal
played.
D System cards for new and regular
partnerships
D Discussion forums and members’ reunions
D EBU Master Points
October 2018 English Bridge
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Funbridge Competitions

by Christophe Grosset

Discover the Funbridge blog

I

am sure you all know about the Funbridge app
available on smartphones, tablets and
computers that allows you to play bridge online
whenever you want, but have you heard of the
Funbridge blog?
Since its launch in 2003, Funbridge has a regularly
updated blog where you can find news about
Funbridge and the bridge world, reports of
international events such as the Bermuda Bowl or the
European championships, deals analysed by Jérôme
Rombaut (a member of the French open team),
interviews with influential bridge personalities and
finally videos like the ones of Milan Macura that we
discussed in the previous article.
Here is a hand I played on a video playing against
Argine, Funbridge’s artificial intelligence, recently:
N/S Game.
Dealer North.

´
™
t
®

K 10 8
Q6
AJ86
AJ84
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

West
Pass
All Pass

A65
K J 10 5 2
Q32
K3

North
1NT
2™

East
Pass
Pass

South
2t
3NT

Playing a 15-17 no trump, the auction was quite
straightforward, with South transferring to hearts
then bidding 3NT, which was the final contract. East
led the ´2, dummy played a low spade and West’s
queen is taken by declarer’s king. You are playing
five boards, match scoring in IMPs, how would you
play?
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Making nine tricks should be quite easy. If hearts
are not 5-1 declarer can quickly establish four hearts
after driving out the ace and make two spades, four
hearts, one diamond and two clubs. Moreover, even
if the hearts were 5-1, the ´2 lead gives away the fact
that the spades are divided 4-3, meaning that
declarer would only ever lose two spades, added to
one heart and one diamond. This gives declarer
time to also play on diamonds for a sure second
trick.
You should focus on making the maximum
number of tricks – when playing a match of five
boards it is not unlikely that one or two IMPs will
decide the match. Just make sure that you do not
risk your contract while doing so. How can do you
this?

The lead of the ´2 as well as the ´Q from West
tells us that East has the ´J. This means that if East
takes the lead, they will not be able to play another
spade without giving us an extra trick. So, play a
club to the king at trick 2 followed by a diamond to
the jack. If East takes the king, he has no good suit
to play: a spade or a club would give you a trick
while hearts and diamonds are your longer suits. If
your tJ wins the trick, you can now switch to hearts
having made an extra diamond. Had declarer
played the natural ™Q at trick two, West would be
able to win their ace and play a spade, limiting you
to nine tricks.

Playing the way I suggested was actually worth
two extra tricks, because East, not knowing what to
play after winning the tK decided to try the ´J
hoping North started with ´K10 and was now
down to the bare 10.
These kind of ground-out IMPs can add up even
in a long match. The best players in the world
usually gain about one IMP per board – no more. If
you are interested in reading and watching more
boards to improve your bridge, visit our blog at
r
www.funbridge.com/en/blog.
www.ebu.co.uk

Bowyer’s Suit Combination Challenge from p8

1

How would you play 3NT on this deal? You
open 2NT and partner raises you to 3NT.
´
™
t
®

Hand 1: South
plays in 3NT
West leads the ´2

A43
J52
9863
J94

2

How would you play 3NT on this deal? West
leads the ™Q.
´
™
t
®

Hand 2: South
plays in 3NT
West leads the ™Q

N

N

E

W

E

W

S

´
™
t
®

Q72
K73
J762
10 5 2

S

´
™
t
®

K86
AKQ
Q 10
AK853

AK6
A4
Q94
AK863

Preliminary Analysis:

Preliminary Analysis:

You have seven top tricks (to wit: two spades, three
hearts and two clubs). Some questions:
a)What indication do you have that clubs are not 5-0?
b)In which hand should you win the first spade?
c) How do you intend to play the club suit?

You have seven top tricks (to wit: three spades, two
hearts and two clubs).
How do you intend to play the club suit?
On the ®A, West drops the ®9. What next?

ANSWERS

1

You need four club tricks to make a total of
nine. To answer the questions that have been
posed:
a)West has led the ´2, proclaiming a four-card suit.
He’d probably have led a longer suit had he held
one, so he has neither a five-card suit nor a void.
b)You must take it in hand – the ´A is needed as an
entry for later. Note that holding up the first
spade is wrong as East-West might take a spade,
three diamonds and a club.
c) By cashing the ®A and playing low to the ®J. This
picks up ®Q10xx with either opponent.
This is one of the layouts you are catering for:

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Q972
10 8 7 4
J542
2

A43
J52
9863
J94
N

W

E
S

´
™
t
®

K86
AKQ
Q 10
AK853

´
™
t
®

J 10 5
963
AK7
Q 10 7 6

If you want to be flash you could pitch the ®9 on
the ®A, allowing you to play a club to the eight later.
www.ebu.co.uk

Neat play (deserving a modest round of applause,
but actually unnecessary with South having copious
entries).
Here, with much weaker clubs than in Q1 it
looks as though you need a 3-2 club split. This
isn’t so. After you cash the ®A you can cater
for East having a four-card holding if West were to
drop a singleton nine, jack or queen. Now a club
towards the ten works whenever clubs are 3-2 and
also in the distribution below:

2

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
9853
Q J 10 9 5
A 10 3
9

Q72
K73
J762
10 5 2
N

W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

J 10 4
862
K85
QJ74

AK6
A4
Q94
AK863

After the ®A has dropped the nine, a low club to
the ten on table cooks East’s goose whether he wins
it or ducks it. You have a subsequent marked finesse
of the ®8 if he takes the trick. Game, set and match.
October 2018 English Bridge
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Rosen’s quiz on reverses from page 30
In which of these auctions does opener (West) make
a reverse bid, which are forcing (for one round or to
game) and what is the standard point range for
opener in each case after their second bid?
1. W
1®
1´

E
1™

3. W
1®
2t

2. W
1t
2®

E
1´

E
1™

4. W
1®
2´

E
1™

5. W
1®
3®

E
1™

6. W
1®
3™

E
1™

7. W
1™
2t

E
2®

8. W
1™
2´

E
2®

9. W
1™
3t

E
2®

10.W
1™
3®

E
2t

game, showing longer clubs than spades with 19+
HCPs. Note these game–forcing jumps are
actually quite rare.
suit. Here we are showing a 6-card club suit with
a good 15+HCPs. This bid is not forcing.

6 Similarly not a reverse. We are supporting partner
in an encouraging fashion. This bid is
invitational not forcing, and would show 16-18
points.

7 Not a reverse, since it is below the barrier of 2™.

1 This is a natural auction but is not a reverse. You
can work this out because:
a)
Responder can still give preference to
clubs at the 2-level, rather than being pushed to
the 3-level.
b)
Opener’s rebid of 1´ does not pass the
barrier of the first suit – it does not take the
auction past 2®.
Most people would play it as forcing – if you have
enough to respond to 1® you have enough to
respond to 1´, unless you made a sub-minimal
response in the first place. The standard point
range is still 12-19.

2 This is not a reverse. 2® is below the barrier of 2t
and responder can give preference back to 2t
rather than needing to bid 3t. It is not forcing partner could pass - and the standard point range
is now 12-18.

3 A reverse this time. Showing longer clubs than
English Bridge October 2018

4 More than a reverse, this jump shift is forcing to

5 Not a reverse. A reverse is always a bid in a new

ANSWERS
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diamonds, with 16+ HCPs. This is forcing for one
round.

However, it should be noted that it is much the
best approach to play that a change of suit after a
2-level response is forcing for one round (who
wants to land on a pin?!), so 2t cannot be passed
on this auction and the bid shows about 12-17
HCPs.

8 A reverse, yes. This auction is forcing to game
since the reverse comes after a 2-level response
which showed 10+ points. The reverse shows 15+
points after a 2-level change of suit.

9 Not a reverse. Reverses are never jumps. What
does 3t mean however? Well, since 2t would be
forcing for one round there is no need to have 3t
as even more forcing – clearly a contradiction in
terms. The unnecessary jump becomes a splinter
– showing diamond shortage with primary club
support. An example might be:
It is very nice to be able to
describe this hand accurately
below 3NT (rather than 4® , the
obvious alternative) since quite
often 3NT will transpire to be the
best contract, but would of course be quite
unreachable without this approach. Forcing and
15+ points (including shape) after a 2-level
response.

´
™
t
®

A72
AQJ94
6
KQ53

10 Another reverse – sometimes referred to as a
high-reverse – responder has shown 10+ points so
the auction is forcing to game, and the bid shows
15+ points.
www.ebu.co.uk

JUNIORS COMPETING IN THE WORLD YOUTH
bridge TEAM CHAMPIONSHIPS 2018 in china
U26 OPEN TEAM
From left:
Ben Norton
Toby Nonnenmacher
Kyle Lam
Michael Alishaw
Shahzaad Natt
Graham Osborne (Coach)
Stephen Kennedy
Paul Barden (NPC)

U26 WOMEN’S TEAM
From left:
Sally Brock (NPC)
Yvonne Wiseman
Liz Gahan
Olivia Bailey
Siyu Ren
Laura Covill
Ewa Wieczorek
David Burn (Coach)

U21 OPEN TEAM
From left:
Harry Madden
Kripa Panchagnula
Michael Byrne (NPC)
Sam Anoyrkatis
Daniel Winter
Theo Anoyrkatis
Front row:
Alex Roberts (Coach)
Liam Sanderson

U16 OPEN TEAM
From left:
Laura Cecilia Porro (Coach)
Oscar Selby
Jasmine Bakhshi
Jamie Fegarty
Henry Rose
Andy Cope
Liam Fegarty
Giorgio Provenza (NPC)
www.ebu.co.uk
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BLAST fROM THE PAST –

T

his competition takes the form of a series of
problems dealing with low-level doubles,
most of them ‘informatory’. In formulating
their answers, competitors should assume that no
specialised convention, such as the Herbert, is being
employed. The score is, in all cases, Game All.

´
™
t
®

North
7
Q 10 6
Q 10 9 6 4 2
K87

North bid in the event of South’s response
being:
a. 1´; b. 1™; c. 1NT; d. 2NT; e. 2®; f. 2t; g. 2´; h. 2™

North
AK87
Q 10 2
8
KQ943

W
1t

N
Dble

E
Pass

S
?

Q2 & 3 What should North bid in each auction?
´
™
t
®

North
Q J 10 8 7 6
J
10 5 4
642

Q4-7
´
™
t
®

70

W

N

Pass
Pass

Pass
?

W

N

Redble

?

E
1´
2™

S
Dble
Dble

E
1´

S
Dble

North
AQ87
A94
9842
10 2

N

E
1NT

S
Dble

Pass

?

W
1NT
Pass

N
Pass
?

E
Pass

S
Dble

W

N

1NT
Pass

Pass
?

E
1´
Pass

S
Pass
Dble

Q11-14 What should North bid in each auction?
´
™
t
®

North
AKJ74
AQ975
8
10 5

W
Pass
W
Pass
W

W
Pass

W
1t
Pass

N
Pass
?

E
Pass

W
Pass
Pass

N
Pass
?

E
1t

S
Dble

W
1t
Pass

N
Pass
?

E
2t

S
Dble

W
Pass
2t
Pass

N
Pass
Pass
?

E
1t
Pass

S
Pass
Dble
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W

2t

What should North bid in each auction?
S
Dble

by J C H Marx

Q8-10 What should North bid in each auction?

Q1 Neither East nor West bids again. What should

´
™
t
®

December 1946

N
1´
?

E
1NT

S
Dble

N
1´
?

E
Dble

S
1NT

N
1´
?
N
1´
?

E
Dble
E
Dble

S
Redble
S
Pass

Q15-18 What should North bid in each auction?

´
™
t
®

North
7
A765
K742
J864

W

N

4´

?

W

N

2™

?

W

N

Redble

?

W

N

Redble

?

E
1´

S
Dble

E
1´

S
Dble

E
1´

S
Dble

E
1™

S
Dble

www.ebu.co.uk

Answers from1946 and from
today’s expert Richard Fleet
Like the quiz in the previous issue, this one (from
December 1946) was set by Jack Marx. Although
Contract Bridge Journal was scheduled to be
published every month, there was a hiatus and the
next issue did not appear until March 1947: this was
explained as follows by Maurice Harrison-Gray in
that month’s Editorial:
‘Owing to the generous size of the earlier
numbers and our efforts to meet the demand for
copies, our quota of paper was exceeded to such an
extent that a ban was imposed on the January and
February issues.’
The introduction to the quiz is exactly as it
appeared in 1946: at that time, it was still common
to find take-out doubles being referred to as
'informatory'. The reference to 'the Herbert' relates
to a convention included in the pre-War Vienna
system whereby, if partner made a take-out double,
the bid of the next suit was a conventional negative
and anything else showed values. It should also be
noted that the method of scoring was not specified:
in the absence of information to the contrary, the
general assumption was that all problems referred
to rubber bridge.
The answers to the quiz duly appeared in the
March 1947 issue. By and large, I agree with what
Marx said and I have only included my own
comments where I thought that further
amplification was desirable (in blue).

Q1 a) 2´, 4 points. In spite of South’s minimum
response, there is still some little hope of game if
South holds an honour such as the ™K and
reasonable spades, four to the queen or five small.
Whatever his holding, a contract of 2´ should not
come to much harm, and the bid will tend to shut
out East, who might be thinking of contesting the
part score.

why he should hold a really good diamond stopper.
2® should be a safer contract and the bid allows
South to bid again if he holds undisclosed values.

Q1 d) 3NT, 4 points. South’s bid shows a holding
in diamonds adequate for a high contract at no
trumps and denies even a weak four card length in
either of the majors. There is therefore no point in
North bidding anything but 3NT; any other bid will
serve no purpose beyond disclosing information to
the opponents.

Q1 e) Pass, 4 points; 3®, 1 point. Obviously there
is no future in this hand, so far as game is
concerned. 3® has the advantage of tending to shut
out the opponents, but can only be made at
considerable risk. It may very possibly fail and it
may induce South, relying upon North for more
than he has, to continue bidding.
This is debatable. One might wish to raise to 3®
both to increase the chances of buying the contract
and in the knowledge that a 60 part-score is worth
more than a 40 part-score with 20 above the line. As
against that, it might incur a needless minus score.
Out of interest, I polled this hand: the majority vote
was for 3® with a strong minority vote for the
recommended Pass.

Q1 f) 3®, 4 points. South’s bid is forcing to game
and asks North to select the suit. If clubs happen to
be unsuitable, there will be plenty of time to explore
other contracts.
The modern treatment of the 2t cue-bid is forcing
to suit agreement, not forcing to game. Indeed,
some players regard 2t as simply asking the
doubler to choose a major with no further rebid
being promised by advancer.

Q1 g) 4´, 4 points. A raise to the limit of North’s
values in support of spades.
Q1 h) 3™, 4 points. Also a raise to the limit.
Obviously North’s values in support of hearts are
less powerful than in support of spades.

close decision. On the whole considerations of
safety favour a pass, allowing the hand to be played
at the cheapest contract. On the other hand, if
South’s hearts are very weak, a club contract may be
better; South might also be able to support the suit,
should East decide to enter the bidding.

I would be a little nervous of the quality of my
trump support in raising to 3™. However, if one
decides against passing, it is difficult to see a better
alternative. I polled this hand as well: just over 40%
voted for Pass (perhaps because of the lack of a clear
way forward) with the next most popular action
being 3t. In 1946, 3t would have been gameforcing, and so a distinct overbid.

Q1 c) 2®, 4 points. South’s 1NT shows some slight
degree of honour strength, but there is no reason

Q2 2´, 4 points; Pass, 1 point. This is an
unpleasant situation for North, to put it mildly. As

Q1 b) Pass, 4 points; 2®, 3 points. This is a very

www.ebu.co.uk
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he passed the double of 1´ for penalties, his partner
may be relying on a defensive trick or so against the
heart contract. He has not got it and, worse still, the
singleton heart suggests that dummy will turn up
with three or four and will be able to ruff spades.
The possibility of 2™ doubled being made is
therefore something more than a risk. It is a serious
danger. Fortunately the good spade suit offers a way
of escape. A bid of 2´ may be severely punished or
it may be an outstanding success; it is largely
guesswork. In actual practice, one would have the
advantage, absent in a competition, of a knowledge
of partner’s habits, cautious or otherwise, in respect
of doubling low contracts.
I would advocate passing 2™ doubled. All that my
pass of 1´ doubled showed was that I was prepared
to defend this contract and partner should not be
relying on me for anything.

Q3 Pass, 4 points.

The almost universally
recognised practice in this situation is to ignore the
redouble and to bid as though it has not been made.
North’s pass does not indicate any high card
strength; it merely signals a willingness to play the
hand in 1´ redoubled.

The treatment of advancer’s pass over the redouble
has changed over the years. Although some players
still regard it as a penalty pass, most simply play it as
having nothing in particular to say at this stage.

Q4 1´, 4 points; 2´, 2 points. North’s double, in
this situation, may be what has come to be known
as a ‘protective’ double. As East apparently has a
near Yarborough, it is reasonable for South to
suppose that North has some moderate values,
though he may not have cared to bid directly over
the opening bid. South’s own values may therefore
be quite meagre and North has no more than his
partner may have already assumed, or hoped, he
does hold. A bid of 1´ is accordingly to be
preferred.
Q5 2´, 4 points. This situation differs radically
from Q4. South has no reason to suspect that North
has anything at all. With two aces, North must
encourage his partner, even though the suit to be
bid is one of four cards only. The 2´ bid is not in
itself forcing to game.

bid is preferable to a jump bid in spades, only a four
card suit, at the level of three, as it permits partner
to select the suit. On the other hand, the penalty
pass has much to recommend it. East is unlikely to
have more than some distributional support for
diamonds, and a trump lead may produce a
devastating penalty.
I think that most players nowadays would not share
Marx’s view that the double should be stronger
because both opponents are bidding, particularly
given that they have merely bid and raised a minor
- most tournament players would strain to double if
short in diamonds.

Q7 2´, 4 points. As both North and South had
previously passed, South’s double cannot be read as
anything more ambitious than an attempt to gain
the part score.
Q8 3t, 4 points. North would like to pass the
double for penalties, but it is not his lead and a
spade lead from South might wreck the defence
altogether.

Q9 Pass, 4 points. On a diamond lead North has
excellent prospects of netting a substantial penalty.

Q10 Pass, 4 points. In spite of South’s first round
pass, the prospects of a good penalty after a
diamond lead are too good to miss.
It is an interesting question whether North should
lead a diamond or a spade against 1NT doubled –
partner’s double of 1NT implies a strong spade
holding.

Q11 3™, 4 points; Pass, 1 point. North’s hand is
not a type which he would wish to play at no
trumps as declarer and it is therefore not very
desirable that the opponents should be allowed to
do so. Moreover, South may ruin the chances of a
really worthwhile penalty by leading a minor suit.
North is better advised to go for game in one of the
majors. A bid of only 2™ would not do justice to the
high card strength, and South might pass, fearing a
weak distributional opening. Some credit is given,
however, for a pass, in view of the excellent high
card values.

Q6 3t, 4 points; Pass, 3 points; 3´, 2 points.

In this sequence, I would expect an excellent penalty
from 1NT doubled and would have no hesitation in
passing.

With both opponents bidding, South should be
even stronger than in b). North’s actual strength is
much greater than South could possibly suspect,
and he should therefore force to game with 3t; this

Q12 3™, 4 points. South’s 1NT bid, after the
interposing double, shows something better than a
mere ‘courtesy’ response and would justify North in
forcing to game.
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Even if one agrees that the 1NT response should be
'better than a mere 'courtesy' response', I think that
a game-forcing 3™ bid is dubious, particularly given
the distinct likelihood of heart length lying over this
hand.

Q13 Pass, 4 points; 3™, 2 points. The rule of
procedure in this situation requires the opener to
pass, unless he can either double the opposing call
or, because his own hand is abnormal, he does not
wish to give his partner the opportunity of doing so.
With this hand, North has some, though not
complete, justification for departing from the rule.
He need not assume, at this early stage, that the
penalty to be gained from any contract chosen by
the opponents will not compensate for the value of
the game.

Q14 Pass, 4 points. Even with the spades massed

Answers to crossword on page 49
1

I

2

3

D D Y

8

N E

4

S

5

6

T O P

E D E M B O D Y

T A R A N T

E

L

E R E C T C Y

I

13

12

14

R T G B O L
17

16

C H U F

O P

L

I

F

E D

D E T A
S K E

L

E B
15

T E R

I

V

I

F M A C E D

M E A N D E

21

S

11

L A

19

20

23

A

I

9

10

18

7

I

R

I

N G

22

N K A T E

E T O N S D

on this right, North would be indeed unlucky if he
took less than six tricks at a spade contract. If he
rescues himself into hearts, he may find this suit
massed against him, more unfavourably, on his left.
The first is proverbially hotter than the frying pan.

Q15 Dble, 4 points; 4NT, 1 point. North would
doubtless prefer to bid 4NT for a take-out, but since
his hand is not strong enough to guarantee a
contract of five odd, he is better advised to take
whatever penalty is going. The double does not
preclude South from bidding if he wishes, since it is
most unlikely that North is doubling on trump tricks.
Q16 Dble, 4 points. There is simply no other safe
bid available. In any case, West’s bid may be a bluff
and must be shown up.
Q17 2´, 4 points. Whatever the redouble may
signify, North can see his own cards and should
realise that, opposite a double, his hand is a strong
one. It is obviously better for South to choose the suit.
I do not think the hand is worth 2´ if regarded as
the game force Q1 f) refers to.

Q18 2t, 4 points. This bid does not do justice to
the strength of the hand, but steps must be taken to
steer the partnership away from a spade contract.
North can only do so by giving himself time to bid
both his four card minors.
Marx set 25 problems and I have found something
to say on 10 of these. That is, on 60% of the
problems, I am entirely happy to follow the bidding
strategy set out over 70 years ago. This probably
means that my bidding is even more old-fashioned
r
than I thought was the case.
www.ebu.co.uk
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NO SUCH THING AS A BORING HAND – FALSE CARDING

I

t was a hot summer evening at a normal
duplicate session at Welwyn Garden City Bridge
Club. I picked up the South hand below, with
one of the club's strongest players sitting West. I did
not expect to participate in the bidding and this
indeed turned out to be the case. After two passes,
West opened 1´, my partner overcalled 2t, East
doubled, West bid 2´ and the hand was passed out.
My partner led the tQ and East put down her
dummy:

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer East.
´ K842
™ AQ
t Q J 10 6 3
® A 10
AQJ73
´ 10 5
N
10 8 5
™ KJ63
W
E
A95
t K4
S
K5
® Q8753
´ 96
™ 9742
t872
®J632

Declarer went up with tK and I false-carded with
the t8 (a higher card followed by a lower card
indicates an even number of cards in the suit).
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Declarer cashed the tA and played his third
diamond. He turned to my partner and asked about
our defensive signals, to which he received a correct
answer. He then played the ´10 from dummy and
was not happy when I followed suit with my third
diamond. The result was that my partner made four
tricks: – two aces and two trumps. At every other
table the result was two overtricks and we scored an
outright top. The rest of the evening was mediocre
for us, but I shall treasure the memory of that hand
for a long time to come.
On recounting this to a friend, he told me about
a hand he recalled which was a completely flat
Yarborough. Defending against 3NT, the holder of
this splendid hand had false-carded in a similar
manner but for no good reason and this had led to
disaster. He had played the ™6 from 632 when
dummy held AK5 and the result was that his
partner ended up being squeezed in hearts and
clubs, with 5™ the crucial threat. So there really is
no such thing as a boring hand.

This hand was sent in by John White.
If you have a hand that might be of
interest to readers please send it in to
lou@ebu.co.uk
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